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Abstract
This paper is second one in the series devoted to the calculation of particle
masses in the framework of p-adic conformal field theory limit of Topological
GeometroDynamics. The concept of topological condensate generalizes the
concept of 3-space in radical manner. The various hierarchically ordered lev-
els of the condensate obey effective p-adic topology and fractal considerations
motivate the hypothesis that physically interesting values of p correspond to
primes near prime powers of two, in particular Mersenne primes. This hy-
pothesis relates succesfully the fundamental elementary particle mass scales
to Planck mass scale and what remains is to predict particle mass ratios cor-
rectly. The fundamental description of Higgs mechanism is in terms of p-adic
thermodynamics for the Virasoro generator L0 (mass squared). The more
phenomenological description is based on the breaking of super conformal
symmetry. In thermal approach massivation follows from the small thermal
mixing massless ground state with Planck mass excitations. A purely p-adic
feature is the quantization of temperature at low temperature limit, which
gives earlier length scale hypothesis as a prediction. The generalization of
M4+×CP2 spinor fields to Kac moody spinors allowing representation of Su-
per Virasoro algebra and describing both bosons (N-S sector) and fermions
(Ramond sector) is carried out and involves crucially the special features
of M4+ × CP2 geometry. In TGD elementary particles (partons) correspond
to boundary components of particle like 3-surface and elementary particle
vacuum functionals defined in modular degrees of freedom of boundary com-
ponent are generalized to p-adic context. The dominating contribution to
elementary fermion and boson masses comes from boundary degrees of free-
dom and the general form of the contribution can be derived by a few line
argument. The calculation of elementary fermion and boson masses is per-
formed in the third paper of the series.
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1 Introduction
This is a second paper in the series devoted to the p-adic description of
Higgs mechanism in TGD [Pitka¨nena, Pitka¨nenb] (for p-adic numbers see for
instance [Brekke and Freund]). Concerning the general background reader is
suggested to read the introduction of the first paper, where general formula-
tion of p-adic conformal field theory limit was proposed and predictions were
described generally.
The contents of this paper are following.
a) The physical picture behind p-adic description of Higgs mechanism is
described. The basic elements of description are the concept of topologi-
cal condensate, the hypothesis that favoured p-adic primes p correspond to
primes near prime powers of 2, Super Virasoro invariance, thermodynamical
and conformal symmetry breaking descriptions of Higgs mechanism and the
hypothesis that boundary components of particle like 3-surface are carriers
of elementary particle quantum numbers. For mass calculations only the
thermal description is needed.
b) Super Virasoro symmetry is one of the cornerstones of the approach and
the construction of called Kac Moody spinors as generalization of M4+×CP2
spinors is carried out. Kac Moody spinors give rise to Super Virasoro repre-
sentations and Ramond/N-S type representations describe fermions/bosons.
c) Generalization of massive Dirac operator is constructed for fermions and
bosons and purely p-adic elimination mechanism for tachyons is found.
d) Description of Higgs mechanism as breaking of conformal symmetry is
considered at quantitive level. Some yet poorly understood problems (What
determines primary condensation level, What happens in secondary conden-
sation) are considered and the reader primary interested in mass calculations
can skip over these sections.
e) p-Adic counterparts for the so called elementary particle vacuum func-
tionals, which depend on moduli of boundary component of 3-surface are
constructed. The construction involves identification of p-adic version of
moduli space as a discrete space and p-adic generalization of theta functions.
The contribution of boundary component to the mass squared of particle is
calculated.
The calculation of masses of leptons, quarks and gauge bosons is carried
out in the third paper of the series. It turns out that the predictions for
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lepton and gauge bosons masses agree surprisingly well with known experi-
mental masses. Errors are below one per cent except for Z0 boson for which
mass is 10 per cent too large. The reason is too large value sin2(θW ) = 3/8
for Weinberg angle: in the third paper it is shown that inclusion of Coulom-
bic corrections and topological mixing effects of leptons leads to a correct
prediction for gauge boson masses. One can safely conclude that the results
of the calculation verify the essential correctness of both TGD and its p-adic
conformal field theory limit at quantitative level.
2 p-Adic description of Higgs mechanism
The analysis of the weak points of the previous attempts to describe Higgs
mechanism p-adically [Pitka¨nenb] suggests what the basic assumptions of the
new ’quark level’ description might be.
2.1 Super Virasoro invariance
Super Virasoro invariance is the corner stone of the whole approach and
follows from the criticality of TGD:eish Universe at quantum level ( the con-
cept is described in the books [Pitka¨nena, Pitka¨nenb]). In order to realize
Super Virasoro invariance one must solve several purely mathematical prob-
lems. One should construct the representations of Super Virasoro in M4,
u(1) (Ka¨hler charge),so(4) and color degrees of freedom. Since the spinors
of H =M4+×CP2 play fundamental role in Quantum TGD it seems sensible
to try to generalized the concept of H-spinor to some kind of Kac Moody
spinor, which allows the description of both bosons and fermions as N-S type
and Ramond representations respectively. There are several problems to be
solved.
a) The generalization of CP2 spinors is obviously based on the use of so(4)
Super Virasoro representations. The earlier simple description is however not
correct but one must use tensor product of two so(4) Super Virasoro repre-
sentations of Ramond type in order to obtain generalization of CP2 spinors.
The tensor product of two N − S type representation describes bosons.
b) The treatment ofM4 degrees of freedom is very difficult due to the anoma-
lies: in string models these anomalies lead to critical dimensions D = 10 and
D = 26. In TGD context the solution of the problem reduces to the observa-
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tion that so(4) Super Virasoro representations can be used in the construction
ofM4 Kac Moody spinors, too. The mathematical structures inM4 and CP2
degrees of freedom are practically identical. It is essential that the product
of two representations is used. The trick is possible due to the fact that
so(3, 1) is complexification of so(4) so that dimensions are again important:
now H =M4+×CP2 is the unique alternative. At quark level all these Super
Virasoro representations have c = h = 0.
c) The inclusion of u(1) degrees of freedom is simple: one just adds u(1) type
Super Virasoro representation as a tensor factor to the generalized H-spinor.
For this representation one has necessarily c = 3/2. The value of the vac-
uum weight h gets contribution hK = Q
2
K/2 from the Ka¨hler charge of the
particle.
d) The problem of associating Super Virasoro representation to su(3) degrees
of freedom is highly nontrivial. Miraculously it turns out that su(3) is the
only Lie-group allowing c = h = 0 (color invariance is not broken), which
allows the existence of this kind of representation. Essential role is played
by the symmetric structure constants dABC , which allow the definition of
anticommutator structure in triplet representation of su(3).
2.2 Thermal description of Higgs mechanism
The basic idea is that massless particles become massive via thermal mixing
of the massless ground state with excitations having Planck mass. The ex-
citations in question are associated with boundary components identified as
partons and are labeled by electroweak and color quantum numbers. Mass
squared contains also interior contribution but this need not allow thermal
description. For instance, states of higher spin on hadronic Regge trajecto-
ries correspond to to interior excitations so that thermal description predicts
only the ground state masses of hadrons. Thermal description of the mixing
applies in principle for all values of prime p. Thermalization takes place in
Virasoro degrees of freedom L0 being analogous to energy. It turns out that
thermalization cannot be significant effect for spin, electroweak and color
quantum numbers. Virasoro and isospin/spin degrees of freedom separate
nicely for coset representation used to construct Kac-Moody spinors. There
are obvious constraints on quantum numbers of, say, hadron. One can re-
quire that the over all ground state spin of the hadron is fixed, that hadron
is color singlet, etc.
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The quantization of temperature (T = 1/k) makes scenario predictive
and for large values of p predicts correct mass scale O(pk) (k = 1 seems
to be the most interesting value of k). This prediction in turn implies that
m differs from m = 2 by order O(pk+1) contribution. For Ramond (N-
S) representations P,Q,QK differ by order O(p
k) ((pk+1 ) contribution from
their values for massless representations. Form = 2 representations with h =
0 mass squared is in extremely good approximation given by the contribution
of n = 1 excited states to thermal average and is proportional to some
degenerary factor multiplying pn/T factor.
〈m2〉 ≃ k ∑
n=1,2
A(n)pn/T
1/T = 1, 2, ....
A(1) =
D(1)
D(0)
A(2) =
(2D(2)− D2(1)
D(0)
)
D(0)
(1)
Here D(i) denotes the degeneracy of M2 = i state. k is proportionality
constant, which turns out to have value k = 3
2
. For T = 1 mass squared
scale is O(1/p) and for T = 1/2 mass squared scale is O(1/p2). It turns out
that T = 1 is the value of temperature for fermions and T = 1/2 for gauge
bosons. The powers pn, n > 2 give completely negligible contribution to mass
squared so that computational inaccuracies are under very tight control.
There is very delicate and fundamental p-adic effect involved. If the
coefficient kA(1) = kD(1)/D(0) of order O(p) contribution is not integer the
mass of the state is practically Planck mass. Therefore only those states for
which the condition
kD(1)
D(0)
integer (2)
holds true are light. The degeneracies of massless states turn out to be larger
than one due to the fact that ground state is p-adic tachyon withM2(ground)
being negative integer or half odd integer. The same mechanism implies also
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that second order contribution to mass squared cannot be neglected unless
kA(2) is integer. This contribution is present in massive N-S and Ramond
representations assumed to provide phenomenological description of Higgs
mechanism. Clearly the degeneacy of massless states is analogous to vacuum
degeneracy related to the direction of Higgs vacuum expectation value. Of
course, Higgs field before symmetry breaking is also tachyon.
A further delicate p-adic effect is the fact that p-adic tachyonsM2 < 0 do
in fact correspond to real p-adic masses due to the delicacies of p-adic square
root under certain conditions for p: Mersenne primes belong to those p:s.
What happens is that would be tachyons are actually Planck mass particles.
At which instances thermal description makes sense? Certainly it looks
natural to assume that the mass of the particle at the primary condensation
level is determined thermally. Since in TGD elementary particle quantum
numbers reside on boundary components, boundary cm degrees of freedom,
which are carriers of standard model quantum numbers, should be thermal-
ized. A suitable generalization of the thermal description to the conformally
invariant degrees of freedom of the boundary component (characterized by
Teichmuller parameters) is also expected to make sense: it turns out that
modular degrees of freedom give contribution to the vacuum weight of the
Super Virasoro representation associated with boundary cm degrees of free-
dom. As already noticed, interior contribution to mass squared should be
identifiable as counterpart for the known contributions such as Coulombic
and color Coulombic binding energy, spin-spin interaction for quarks, etc...
to particle mass and need not have any thermal description.
Thermal description for the secondary condensation of massive particles
(Super Virasoro representations with vacuum weight h > 0) is not useful.
For purely number theoretic reasons one must assume T = 1
8m(m+2)N
, where
N and m are integers and m = 2 + O(p) characterizes the Super Vira-
soro representation. The extreme smallness of the temperature implies that
the contribution of the excited states to mass squared is proportional to
pm(m+2)N and extremely small for large values of p. This means that ther-
mal effects cannot explain the condensation energy assumed to be associated
with secondary condensation in [Pitka¨nenb]. Probably condensation energy
corresponds to the change in Coulomb self energy, etc. associated with the
interior of the particle like 3-surface. Neither does the use of thermal descrip-
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tion resolve the problem of what happens to the values of p-adic quantum
numbers P,Q;m,QK associated with massive Super Virasoro representation
in the condensation of level p1 to level p2 > p1.
2.3 Higgs mechanism as breaking of Super Conformal
Invariance
The description of Higgs mechanism as breaking of conformal symmetry
parametrizes the predictions of fundamental thermal description at primary
condensation level. The new element is the inclusion of electroweak sym-
metry breaking by decomposing the representations to the representations
of u(1)V × u(1). Equivalent description is in terms of central charge c and
vacuum weight h, which are linear combinations of I and I3. Correct order
of magnitude for mass scales result if the deviations for so(4) parameters
are of order O(p) and satisfy certain additional constraints. Also the or-
der O(p2) contribution turns out to be important. If exact conservation of
electromagnetic charge is assumed u(1) charge is not free variable.
Thermal description, when applied at the primary condensate level should
predict elementary particle and hadron ground state masses and it should be
possible to deduce the values of the parameters P,Q,m associated with the
corresponding symmetry broken Super Virasoro representations. The basic
formula for mass squared
〈M2(h = 0)〉thermal = M2(h(P,Q,m) 6= 0) (3)
indeed gives a constraint on the parameters P,Q,m of the symmetry broken
h 6= 0 representation. The interactions associated with the interior of the
particle like 3-surface (Coulomb self interaction,etc..) give also contributions
to the mass squared. The simplest possibility is that interior contributions
affect only the vacuum weight h and therefore the parameters P,Q,m of the
symmetry broken Super Virasoro representation associated with particle. For
hadrons interior contributions are large and responsible for the masses for the
higher spin states on hadronic Regge trajectories and parameters P,Q,m of
the symmetry broken Super Virasoro representation associated with hadron
(tensor product of quark representations) should contain additional contribu-
tion, which depends on hadronic spin and is in lowest order linear in hadronic
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spin so that standard mass formula for Regge trajectories is obtained. Con-
trary to the original beliefs [Pitka¨nenb], hadronic string tension is not pre-
dictable from the thermal approach but necessitates a model for the interior
degrees of freedom (perhaps TGD:eish counterpart [Pitka¨nena] of the old
fashioned string model).
2.4 Electroweak mass splitting in boundary degrees of
freedom
The description of electroweak splitting in bosonic case requires no special
assumptions. In fermionic case the mass squared operator must contain a
part with depends on the isospin of the fermion. The kind of term is indeed
allowed since Super Virasoro representation can always be decomposed to
Super Virasoro representations associated with the vectorial u(1) subgroup of
SO(4) so that the addition of isospin dependent term just shifts the vacuum
weights h of different Virasoro representations in isospin dependent manner.
The vacuum weight can be expressed in the form
h = h0 + dI3 (4)
d must be integer: otherwise Planck mass results. d = 1 turns out to be the
correct value of d and that it turns out that vacuum weights are are given by
h(νL) = h(U) = −5
2
h(L) = h(D) = −3
2
(5)
Since M2 = n states are created by operators of weight ∆ = n + h the
thermal averages are different for charged lepton and neutrino and thermal
mass splitting results. For bosons isospin dependent term in mass squared
operator is excluded by CP invariance.
2.5 Higgs mechanism without Higgs
In the standard description of Higgs mechanism massive gauge bosons receive
their longitudinal polarization from Higgs field. In the description of Higgs
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mechanism as a breaking of super conformal symmetry there is no need for
Higgs field. Kac Moody spinors ccontain as tensor product factor discrete
series representations of Super Virasoro in so(4) degrees of freedom. The
corresponding vacuum weight h(P,Q,m = 2 +∆m) differs from its value at
massless limit ∆m → 0 so that the norm of the longitudinal polarization is
proportional to p2 ∝ ∆m and nonvanishing.
In the thermal description of Higgs mechanism using h = 0 representa-
tions one can define the norm of the massless longitudinal polarization states
as the limiting value of the norm for ∆m 6= 0 representations (this limit
makes sense only p-adically!). One cannot exclude the possibility that in
actual physical situation secondary topological condensation implies a small
deviation of m from m = 2 so that limiting procedure is only a convenient
mathematical idealization of the actual situation. The ordinary description
of Higgs mechanism indeed suggests that the h = 0 representation is unstable
against generation of small value ∆m.
2.6 Universal string tension
String tension M20 does not depend on p and is apart from some numerical
constant equal to 1/G as in string models. String tension itself is prediction
of Quantum TGD and involves the theory in Planck length scale. It turns out
that T is of same order as the string tension associated with cosmic strings in
GUTs. p-Adic thermodynamics at low temperature limit predicts the mass
scale at condensate level p to be given by M2(p) = M20 /p. The description
simplifies drastically the description of elementary particles. There are no
problems with light excitations (as in previous scenario) since they are totally
absent. Primary condensation levels can be assumed to correspond primes,
which define hadronic and leptonic mass scales that is Mersenne primes and
primes near prime powers of 2.
As already noticed the ordinary hadronic string tension emerges in the
conformal symmetry breaking description naturally via the dependence of the
parameters P,Q,m on the spin of the hadron. Since interactions related with
the interior of the hadron are involved thermodynamic description cannot
predict its value.
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2.7 Boundaries as carriers of elementary particle quan-
tum numbers
In TGD fermion families correspond to different boundary topologies charac-
terized by the genus g = 0, 1, 2, .. of the boundary component. The natural
expectation is that boundaries give the dominating contribution to the ther-
mal expectation of the mass squared operator. There are several questions to
be answered? Does the entire contribution to mass come from boundaries?
Can one separate boundary contributions to cm contribution and contri-
bution associated with conformally invariant degrees of freedom (modular
degrees of freedom characterized by Teichmuller parameters)? Are cm and
modular contributions independent and additive? Can one estimate modu-
lar contribution using thermodynamic approach or should one estimate it as
quantum mechanical expectation value? Hard work with various alternatives
has taught that answer is very simple. Mass squared for elementary particles
is in good approximation sum of two contributions
M2 = M2(cm) +M2(mod) (6)
The first contribution correspond to either cm of boundary component and
depends on ’standard’ quantum numbers. The second contribution is the
contribution of modular degrees of freedom and is same for all fermions and
depends only on the genus of boundary component.
The most pleasant surprise of calculations was that M2(mod) can be
deduced apart from overall integer valued proportionality constant from
the general form of elementary particle vacuum functionals constructed in
[Pitka¨nena]. Together with the knowledge of cm contribution and Mersenne
prime hypothesis one can predict lepton and gauge bosons masses with ac-
curacy better than one per cent.
The actual calculation of M2(mod) necessitates the introduction of p-
adic generalization for the space of moduli (Teichmuller parameters) as well
as construction of modular invariant partition functions plus exact defini-
tion of the mass squared operator. It turns out that surprisingly simple
p-adication of moduli space as discrete space exists and that that elementary
particle vacuum functionals as such provide the solution to the problem! In
particular, the earlier arguments explaining the absence of g > 2 generations
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remain valid as such. Amusingly enough, at this stage it is not clear whether
one should regard modular contribution as quantum mechanical of thermal
expectation value of the mass squared operator.
The harder part of the calculation is the evaluation of the cm contri-
bution M2(cm). Fortunately, this contribution is same for all charged lep-
tons/neutrinos. The contribution of quarks and leptons are also almost iden-
tical. It turns out that there are many delicacies related to the concept of
Kac-Moody spinor: in particular the definition of the inner product requires
special care. The degeneracy of massless states turns out to be generic phe-
nomenon very analogous to the vacuum degeneracy of Higgs field and light
fermions are miracles in the sense that the ratio D(1)/D(0) is integer for
them.
What is the size of the boundary components associated with elementary
particles? The belief has been that boundary components have size of order
Planck length. The fact that elementary particle vacuum functionals depend
on the conformal equivalence class of the particle only suggests that there is
no preferred size. The success of p-dic mass formula in turn suggests that
boundary components in fact correspond to the outer boundary of the small
approximately flat piece of Minkowski space associated with the elementary
particle and that the average size of surface is of order p-adic length scale
and hierarchy of boundary size scales results. Hadron physics considerations
gives additional support to this belief.
The mixing of boundary topologies is also possible. It turns out that
Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa mixing can be understood essentially as differ-
ence of mixings of g = 0, 1, 2 topologies for U and D type quarks.
2.8 Open problems
There poorly undestood aspects of TGD:eish description of Higgs mechanism
can be condensed on few basic questions. What determines the primary
condensation level? Why primes near prime powers of two are favoured?
What happens in secondary condensation?
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2.8.1 What happens to symmetry breaking parameters in sec-
ondary topological condensation?
The problem what happens in the secondary condensation of condensate level
p1 to condensate level p2 belongs outside the context of p-adic conformal field
theory and one can make only guesses at this stage. It makes no sense to
relate to each other directly the values of various p-adic quantum numbers:
only their real counterparts are comparable. What looks physically plausible
is that mass decrease is necessary for condensation to occur. Concerning the
details of condensation one can make only guesses at this stage. An attrac-
tive possibility is that some kind of variational principle is involved.
a) An untested hypothesis of [Pitka¨nenb] is that real mass decreases in con-
densation and the decrease is as small as possible. This principle is es-
sentially equivalent with the p-adic version of the statement that entropy
gradient dS/dt is as small as possible in time evolution since mass squared
expectation value is for discrete p-adic temperature essentially equal to en-
tropy. This requirement in principle determines the renormalization of the
quantities P,Q,m characterizing the conformal breaking. The problem is
that without any constraints on the change of parameters P,Q,m the mass
change can be made practically zero. Of course, one can consider the addi-
tion of various physical constraints.
b) One possibility is that the real counterparts of ∆P,∆Q and ∆m are ’small’
but the problem is how small. An other extreme would be that the real coun-
terparts PR, QR, mR) of P,Q,m remain invariant in condensation: this could
be interpreted as conservation law in some sense and might well minimize
the mass change. This implies that mass change results completely from the
fact that for an algebraic expression f(P,Q,m)
fR(P,Q,m) 6= f(PR, QR, mR) (7)
This alternative is formally appealing since mass change is guaranteed to
be small and the mass change is analogous to quantum corrections result-
ing from noncommutatitivy of quantum counterparts of classical observables.
Furthermore, the mass change might be also positive: in this case the con-
densation obviously is not stable. Could it be that favoured condensation
levels are just those for which the condensation energy is negative?
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There is a counterargument against both scenarios. In [Pitka¨nenb] the
concept of condensation energy was introduced. The identification of the
condensation energy as the change induced by the condensation to the vari-
ous interior contributions (Coulomb self energy, etc.) to the vacuum weight
h(P,Q.m) looks natural. This suggests that condensation affects the values
of PR, QR, mR on the new condensation level so that scenario b) could not
be correct as such. In the last paper of the series it will be found that the
real counterpart of the p-adic gauge coupling g2 can be defined via canonical
identification g2R = (g
2p)R assuming g
2 is rational number. The value of the
real counterpart is very sensitive to the value of the prime p. If the effective
values of gauge couplings are indeed sensitive to the value p then conden-
sation can affect the mass of the particle in decisive manner and lead to a
dynamical selection of condensation levels and explain why Mersenne primes
and primes near prime powers of two are favoured physically.
2.8.2 What determines the primary condensation level?
The basic assumption is that there exists some critical prime pcr so that
for p < pcr it does not make sense to speak of the condensation of massless
particle but secondary condensation of massive particle is in question and the
change of particle mass in condensation can be regarded as renormalization
of mass. What principle determines the value of pcr? What stabilizes the
primary condensation level pcr? Why some condensation levels seem to be in
special position physically (the considerations of [Pitka¨nenb] suggest strongly
that primes near prime powers of 2 are such primes)? One can imagine several
alternative answers to these questions.
p-Adic thermodynamics might provide the principle selecting the favoured
primary condensation levels. The maximation for the real counterpart of p-
adic entropy is essentially equivalent with the minimization of mass squared
as a function of p and since second order term in mass squared depends very
sensitively on p, local mimina of mass squared are expected to occur and
principle leads to favoured primes. An open question is whether the princi-
ple is strong enough to fix primary condensation level sufficiently uniquely.
If one requires absolute mass minimum then there is no upper bound for pcr
since mass behaves asM2 ∝ 1
p
. Therefore the correct question to ask is what
stabilizes certain primary condensation level so that primary condensation
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levels with p < pcr are not possible. Of course, one cannot exclude the possi-
bility of several values of pcr and in the fifth paper of the series the possibility
of scaled up copy of ordinary hadron physics (M107) at M89 condensate level
is considered.
A possible stabilization mechanism is following.
a) Massless elementary particles can in principle condense on several primary
condensate levels p ≥ pcr. The condensation on levels with p > pcr is not
however stable since the mass is always larger than at p = pcr level. What
stabilizes pcr is that real mass squared is smaller for the primary condensation
on pcr followed by secondary condensation on some level p0 < pcr near pcr
than for direct primary condensation on p0. Same principle applies to further
secondary condensations, too and might explain why certain primes are in
preferred position physically. The mass calculations for hadrons give support
for this mechanism: both the primary condensation level pcr for u, d, s quarks
and condensation level of hadron (secondary condensation level for quarks)
correspond to primes near 2107. Note that this principle is in accordance with
local entropy maximation principle.
b) A more quantitive description is obtained by adopting either the minimiza-
tion of ∆M2 in secondary condensation or the hypothesis that PR, QR, mR
remain invariant in condensation. Later the latter possibility will be studied
in more detail.
Consider next the question why primes near prime powers of two are
favoured physically.
a) Period doubling analogy suggests one partial explanation. The underly-
ing 2-adic fractality suggests a second partial explanation: scales 2nL0 are
fundamental and are essentially identical with scales pnL0 (synchronization)
if p is near power of 2.
b) p-Adic entropy maximation principle: the real counterpart of mass squared
as a function of p has local minima for p near prime power of 2. This con-
jecture is testable via the study of the second order term in mass squared.
c) The following argument suggests a partial answer to the question why
primes near powers of 2, especially Mersenne primes are favoured. The
inverse temperature associated with condensed particle can be any non-
negative integer n. For large values of n ( small temperature and small
mixing with Planck mass excitations) also particles of small p can condense
with small mass. This suggests the possibility that the value of n depends on
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p so that the value of the mass doesn’t depend very much on p. For primes
p near powers of 2: p ≃ 2k it is indeed possible to get essentially identical
masses by suitable choice of n: pk ≃ 2nk. For instance electron mass scale
would correspond to 2-adic temperature T = 1/127. The difference between
2-adic masses and p-adic masses is smallest when primes p is as near as pos-
sible to power of 2 and this condition selects Mersenne primes as especially
favourable candidates for p.
d) The real counterparts of the various coupling constants g2i (such as e
2, g2ew, ...)
turn out to correspond to the real counterparts of g2i p in canonical correspon-
dence. If g2i is finite superposition of powers of 2 and p is Mersenne prime,
the real counterpart is what it should be: for other primes this is true only
under rather restrictive conditions. This means that the effective values of
gauge couplings and other parameters depend sensitively on condensate level
and this probably gives dynamical reason for the special role of Mersenne
primes. It turns out also, that Mersenne primes very probably correspond to
fixed points of color coupling constant evolution: there is one QCD for each
Mersenne prime as was suggested in [Pitka¨nenb]. The critical value of p is
analogous to critical temperature since the real counterpart of p-adic tem-
perature is proportional to 1/ln(p) so that primary condensation is phase
transition like phenomenon.
3 Super Virasoro symmetry
The existence of the p-adic super Virasoro representations poses a stringent
consistency test for TGD.
a) In M4 degrees of freedom the dynamical degrees of freedom involve quan-
tized M4 coordinate and Kac Moody version for spin degrees of freedom.
The fact that spacetime dimension D is four implies thatM4 coordinates are
in fact redundant dynamical variables for space times surfaces representable
as graphs for a map M4 → CP2. This in turn suggests the vanishing of
the conformal anomaly c now proportional to 4 − D, D the dimension of
spacetime surface. The breaking of Lorentz invariance in string models for
noncritical imbedding space dimension results from the nonvanishing of con-
formal anomaly and is expected to be absent for the simple reason that M4
and space time surface have same dimensions. The elimination of vibrational
coordinate degrees of freedom leaves only the Kac Moody version for spin
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degrees of freedom and the remaining task is to construct generalization of
M4-spinors.
b) In CP2 degrees of freedom one has both coordinate and spinorial degrees
of freedom. Spinorial degrees of freedom correspond to CP2 part of general-
ized H-spinor. Coordinate degrees of freedom correspond to Super Virasoro
represention for color group.
c) The existence of spinor structure in CP2 forces a modification of spinor
structure via gauge coupling to Ka¨hler potential. The counterpart of u(1)
coupling is u(1) Super Virasoro representation appearing as tensor factor of
Kac Moody spinor.
The basic guideline in the search for realization of Super Virasoro algebra
is clearly the need to generalize the concept spinor field of H = M4+ × CP2
to ’Kac Moody’ spinor allowing realization of Super conformal symmetry for
so(3, 1), so(4), u(1) and su(3). Also the description of bosons should be
possible using Kac Moody spinors: fermions and bosons would correspond
to Ramond and N-S type representations.
Ordinary spinors are constructed as tensor products of 2-dimensional
spinors and same construction should apply now. The analog of two-dimensional
spinor is clearly single (c, h) = (0, 0) so(4) Kac Moody representation [Goddard et al ,
Itzykson et al ], which decomposes into sum over tensor products of unitary
su(2)V (’V’ refers to vectorial) Kac Moody and Super Virasoro representa-
tions [Goddard et al , Itzykson et al ] and for which vacua form isospin dou-
blet in Ramond case and isospin triplet and singlet in N-S case. Four-fold
tensor product of so(4) representation should give rise to bothM4×CP2 Kac
Moody spinors. Tensor product can contain only Ramond or N-S type rep-
resentations and this implies that only spin (J, I) = (1/0, 1/0 vacuum states
are possible for N-S sector and (J, I) = (1/2, 1/2) vacuum states in Ramond
sector. In particular spin 0 isospin doublet (Higgs doublet) is excluded.
The description of u(1) and su(3) quantum numbers is in principle straight-
forward. One must add appropriate u(1) and su(3) Super Virasoro repre-
sentations to the Kac Moody version of H- spinor as a tensor factor. u(1)
representations should be of type Ramond/N-S for fermionic/bosonic Kac
Moody spinors. A good guess is that color Super Virasoro is of Ramond
type for color triplet vacuum state (quarks) and N-S type for color singlet
vacuum (leptons). This raises a little technical problem. Leptons corresponds
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to tensor products of Ramond type and N-S type representations: how can
one realize Ramond type Super Virasoro for this kind of structure. It turns
out that problem can be solved.
The existence of required Super Virasoro representations is not at all ob-
vious.
a) The transition from CP2 Kac Moody spinors to M
4 Kac Moody spinors
need not be trivial although the tangent space groups so(3, 1) and so(4) are
related by complexification. The dimensions of M4 and CP2 are in fact cru-
cial for the concept of Kac Moody spinor to make sense.
b) It could happen that color group does not allow Super Virasoro represen-
tation of required type: color would be totally invisible in the conformal field
theory limit of TGD. In the previous work only Super Virasoro representa-
tions describing color confined states were considered (fit of particle masses
[Pitka¨nenb]) or the color degree of freedom was not treated explicitely (2-
adic description of Higgs mechanism [Pitka¨nenb]). The fact that quark level
description is empirically found to work so well suggests that color Super
Virasoro with physically acceptable properties indeed exists. To my personal
knowledge the existence of this kind of representation has not been docu-
mented in literature and the motivation for the construction to be described
came from TGD. It came as a pleasant surprise to find that the very spe-
cial properties of su(3) (and therefore of CP2) allow the construction of this
representation.
In the following the construction of the required Super Virasoro repre-
sentations is described.
a) The most relevant properties of so(4) Super Virasoro representations are
reviewed.
b) Realization of Super Virasoro invariance forM4×CP2 Kac Moody spinors
is considered.
c) u(1) Super Viraroso is described.
d) Color Super Virasoro representation is constructed: crucial role is played
by the completely symmetric structure constants dABC existing for color
group only.
e) The identification of elementary particles as generalized spinors is sum-
marized with comparison with more standard theories.
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3.1 Relevant properties of so(4) Super Virasoro rep-
resentation
SO(4) is quite unique among other Lie groups in that it admits all uni-
tary discrete series representations of Super Virasoro algebra [Goddard et al ,
Pitka¨nenb]. su(2)V Super Virasoro representations are obtained using su(2)L×
su(2)R/su(2)V (V refers to vectorial subgroup) coset construction [Goddard et al ]
and can be decomposed into a sum of tensor products of Super Virasoro and
su(2)V Kac Moody representations characterized by the isospin (or high-
est weight q) of the vacuum representation and by central charge kV . This
decomposition is of central importance since it implies separation of Super
Virasoro and su(2)V Kac Moody degrees of freedom and plays central role
in the construction of physical states and mass calculations.
su(2)R Kac Moody representation has highest weight p and central charge
kR. su(2)L Kac Moody representation has central charge kL = 2 and decom-
poses corresponds to isospin 1/2 (Ramond) or direct sum of isospin I = 0
and I = 1 (N-S). The basic formulas for the conformal central charge c
and the allowed vacuum weights h of general discrete series Super Virasoro
representation appearing in tensor product composition read as:
c =
3
2
(1− 8
m(m+ 2)
)
h =
((m+ 2)p−mq)2 − 4
8m(m+ 2)
+
ǫ
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m = kR + 2
ǫ = 1(0) for Ramond(N − S)
(8)
Here one has p = 1, .., m − 1 and q = 1, .., m + 1. p − q is odd for Ramond
representation and even for N-S representation. p and q are the highest
weights for su(2)R and su(2)V Kac Moody representations.
As far as thermal description of Higgs mechanism are considered the most
interesting representations are (c, h) = (0, 0) representations with unbroken
conformal symmetry. These should correspond to massless particles. There
are three representations with (c, h) = (0, 0). They have m = 2 and therefore
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vanishing central charge kR = 0 for the second su(2) factor of SO(4). In
Ramond sector the representation decomposes to tensor product of Super
Virasoro and su(2)V Kac Moody representation having I = 1/2 ((p, q) =
(1, 2)). In Neveu-Schwartz sector the representation decomposes into a tensor
product of Super Viraroro with sum of I = 0 ((p, q) = (1, 1)) and I = 1
((p, q) = (1, 3)) representations.
The identication of Kac Moody spinors as 4-fold tensor product of (c, h) =
(0, 0) so(4) Super Virasoro representations allows only spin 1/2 isospin 1/2 el-
ementary fermions and spin 0/1 isospin 0/1 elementary bosons in accordance
with experimental facts. Higgs doublet would require the tensor product of
N-S (M4 and Ramond CP2 type representations and this probably leads
to difficulties with the realization of Super Virasoro symmetry (one should
somehow transform the N-S type generators to Ramond type generators in
CP2 type tensor factors).
3.2 Super Virasoro invariance in M4+ × CP2 spinorial
degrees of freedom
There are strong physical constraints on the realization of Super Virasoro
invariance in M4 degrees of freedom.
a) (c, h) = (0, 0) representation is required by Lorentz invariance. In the
standard realization of string models in terms of bosonic and fermionic fields
one encounters the well known problems. In present case however the dimen-
sion of spacetime surface is D = 4 and identical to the dimension of M4 and
since p-adic field theory limit is expected to make sense at the flat spacetime
limit only, M4 coordinate degrees of freedom can be eliminated almost to-
tally: only cm degrees of freedom remain and the generator L0 gets only the
p ·p contribution fromM4 coordinates. Fermionic degrees of freedom are not
lost however and are necessary for describing the spin degrees of freedom.
b) The realization should provide some kind of local version of Lorentz group
and respect Lorentz invariance. String theories have demonstrated how dif-
ficult this requirement is to satisfy.
c) The representations should allow generalization ofH-spinors to Kac Moody
context and also the generalization of Dirac equation. The formal analogies
between Ramond and N-S representations suggest that the spinor concept
and Dirac equation should also generalize to the N-S case.
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The need to obtain generalization of H-spinors allows clue to the con-
struction. The crucial observation is that single so(4) coset representation
for fermions gives just one J = 1/2 doublet. What is needed is two doublets.
The only manner to achieve this is to use tensor product of two so(4) coset
representations. Same applies in so(4) degrees of freedom so that 4-fold ten-
sor product of so(4) coset representation is needed in order to generalize the
concept of H-spinors. Lorentz generators cannot be constructed in terms of
single so(4) representation but it turns out that the tensor product of two
representations allows to construct the local version of Lorentz algebra in
terms of commutators of the gamma matrix like operators F ami , i = 1, 2 and
the construction respects Super conformal invariance.
The result means that there is amazingly close mathematical relation-
ship between M4 and CP2 degrees of freedom. The result is unique to the
4-dimensional Minkowski space so that construction provides one further ar-
gument in favour of 8-dimensional imbedding space and its decomposition
into M4 and CP2 factors.
3.2.1 Consistency of Lorentz and Super conformal symmetries
The previous construction does not make manifest the consistency of Lorentz
and super conformal invariance. The consistency can be however seen by
detailed construction of Lorentz algebra in terms so(4) coset representation.
Consider first Ramond sector. The counterparts of Dirac gamma matrices
can be identified in terms of super generators F a0i , i = 1, 2 of so(3, 1) sector
γ0 = iF 1,01 γ
3 = iF 2,01
γ1 = iF 1,02 γ
2 = F 2,02 (9)
The corresponding identification for the counterparts of CP2 gamma matrices
in sectors i = 3, 4 is obviously possible and the only difference is the absence
of imaginary unit. The construction generalizes to bosonic case with the
difference that now gamma matrices are ∆ = 1/2 operators γk1/2 constructible
from F
a1/2
i and their conjugates γ
k
−1/2 can be defined in terms of F
a,−1/2
i .
Sigma matrix representation for Lorentz algebra for Ramond representa-
tion can be defined as commutators of gamma matrices in standard manner.
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In bosonic case one must define sigma matrices as commutators γk1/2 and γ
l
−1/2
in fact localization is in both cases possible matrices Σkln =
∑
mComm(γ
k
n−m, γ
l
m).
The most essential element of the definition is the use of tensor products of
two so(4) coset representations. This is necessary for interpretation as gen-
eralized spinor and for proper identification of so(3, 1) Lorentz algebra.
To sum up, all what is needed to obtain Kac Moody counterpart of local
so(3, 1) allowing interpretation in terms of generalized spinors is the replace-
ment
F 1,k1 → iF 1,k1 (10)
in the tensor product of two so(4) representations and in the definition of
Super Virasoro algebra. The task is to show that super conformal invariance
is not lost or equivalently: it is possible to replace the generators F 1k1 with
iF 1k1 in the representation of Super Virasoro generators without spoiling the
algebra. The definition of super generators Gk allows this as the following
argument shows.
a) Isospin generators in sector where F am act are of form T a ∝ fabcF bmF cn.
This means the following transformation rule for isospin generators
(T 1, T 2, T 3)1 → (T 1, iT 2, iT 3)1 (11)
in replacement F 1 → iF 1. Same replacement must be done also in second
su(2) sector of so(4) associated with the sector i = 1.
b) Super generators involve terms of general form fabcF
akF blF cm from the
su(2) sector where F am act. This implies that Gk transforms as Gk → iGk in
the replacement F 1 → iF 1. If one modifies the definition of Gk by Gk → iGk
Super Virasoro algebra suffers no change.
The states in Super Virasoro representation can be labeled by discrete
eigenvalue of the axial Lorentz generator Σ03 and the representation contains
infinite number of different eigenstates of this generator. An interesting prob-
lem is the relationship of the coset representation to the known discrete series
unitary representations of Lorentz group, which are also infinite dimensional
[Gelfand et al ].
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3.2.2 Kac Moody counterparts of quarks leptons and gauge bosons
A nontrivial problem is related to the construction of the exact Kac Moody
counterparts of the imbedding space spinors and gauge bosons. Consider
first the construction in case of imbedding space spinor.
a) The ground states for an appropriate tensor product of Kac Moody rep-
resentations associated with M4 and SO(4) plus u(1) and su(3) degrees of
freedom should behave as imbedding space spinor and different chiralities of
this spinor correspond to quarks and leptons of single generation.
b) M4 and so(4) degrees can be treated in identical manner using spin or
isospin 1/2 Ramond representations having (c, h) = (0, 0). Single Ramond
representation gives single spin or isospin doublet. This means that one must
take tensor product of two Ramond representations in bothM4 and CP2 de-
grees of freedom to obtain the Kac Moody counter part of H-spinor having
4×4 components. These representations correspond in natural manner to the
two possible representations of su(2)R × su(2)L obtained as tensor products
(kR = 0, λ = 0)× (2, R) and (2, R)× (kR = 0, λ = 0)
H − spinor ↔ D(M4)⊗D(CP2)
D(M4) = D(CP2) = ((kR = 0, λ = 0)⊗ (2, R))× ((2, R)⊗ (kR = 0, λ = 0))
(12)
The number of the vacuum states is correct and one can define various chi-
rality operators associated withM4 and CP2 degrees of freedom and identify
leptons and quarks as states of different H-chirality. Super fields Γi associated
with the so(4) and so(3, 1) super Virasoro representations change leptonic to
quark chirality and vice versa.
c) The treatment of U(1) degrees of freedom is simple: one just adds the ap-
propriate Ramond type U(1) Kac Moody representation to lepton and quark
like representations as a tensor factor and takes into account that Ka¨hler
charges have their coorect values for quarks, leptons and their antiparticles.
The treatment of color degrees of freedom is similar: the tensor factor asso-
ciated with leptons and quarks is N −S and Ramond representation of color
Super Virasoro respectively.
The treatment of bosonic sector proceeds in similar manner.
Also in NS- sector one must use the tensor product of two N-S representations
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in both M4 and CP2 sectors.
Boson ↔ D(M4)⊗D(CP2)
D(M4) = D(CP2) = ((kR = 0, λ = 0)⊗ (2, N − S)i)⊗ ((2, N − S)i ⊗ (kR = 0, λ = 0))
(13)
Dirac equation can be generalized so that it applies to both Ramond and
N-S case.
3.3 Super Virasoro in U(1) degrees of freedom
The treatment of the U(1) group associated with Ka¨hler charge (essentially
electroweak hyper charge) is completely analogous to the representation as-
sociated with M4 degrees of freedom in string models. Nontrivial problem is
associated with the nonvanishing vacuum expectation value
h(U(1)) =
p2
2
=
Q2K
2k(U1)
(14)
of L0. p can be identified as the ’anomalous’ Ka¨hler charge of the particle
deriving from the additional U(1) term appearing in CP2 spinor connection
and making CP2 spinor structure possible. One has QK = 1/3 for quarks
and QK = −1 for leptons.
The requirement that su(2) × u(1) acts as symmetry group means that
one can mix the generators of I3 and QK . This requires that the values of
u(1) central charge is and vectorial central charge are identical:
2k(U(1)) = m = kR + 2 (15)
The dependence of k(U(1)) on m introduces additional conribution into the
mass formulas. At the symmetry limit one has h(U(1), L) = 1/2 for leptons.
For quarks one has at symmetry limit h(U(1), q) = 1/18. Free quarks
have necessarily mass of order Planck mass unless the vacuum weight h0
for quark representations contains a compensating term. One might think
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that here lies an explanation for the confinement of fractional charges. It
however turns out that quarks must be massless: this of course is also the
only physically acceptable alternative in view of successes of parton model.
In string model ctot = 0 is important consistency condition and this might
be the case also now although it is difficult to see why: Poincare and color
invariances are not lost and so(4) × u(1) is not an actual symmetry. In
present case c = 0 for M4 Super Virasoro, for m = 2 so(4) Super Virasoro
and for su(3) Super Virasoro (as will be found) but for U(1) Super Virasoro
c = 3/2. It seems however impossible to apply coset construction (by apply-
ing it to so(4) × u(1) and su(2) × u(1)) in order to get vanishing value of
c(U(1)) without eliminating U(1) contribution to Virasoro generators totally
and at same time loosing nice explanation for the experimental absence of
fractionally charged states.
3.4 Super conformal invariance and color symmetry
The construction of a unitary representation of Super Virasoro algebra having
(c, h) = (0, 0) based on color super Kac Moody group proceeds along the
following lines.
a) Color is unbroken gauge symmetry: this suggests that the represen-
tation in question corresponds to vanishing Kac Moody central charge kB.
kB = 0 implies the vanishing of the conformal central charge c. The vacuum
expectation value h of L0 should also vanish. (c, h) = (0, 0) representation
of Virasoro has extension to a unitary Super Virasoro representation so that
there are good hopes in case of su(3), too.
b) Super Virasoro representations are of Ramond or Neveu-Schwartz type
and this raises a problem. Ordinary Ramond representation has spinorial
vacuum state and in case of color group the vacuum would correspond to
a spinor of 8-dimensional Euclidean space. This is certainly an unphysical
property. The Kac Moody algebra and/or its super counterpart must differ
from the ordinary Kac Moody algebra in some crucial manner.
c) Color Lie-algebra is unique among other Lie-algebras in that it can
be extended to a super algebra. The point is that for triplet representation
color generators allow also anticommutator structure
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Anti(T a, T b) ≡ T aT b + T bT a = kδ(a, b)I + dabcT c (16)
For color triplet representation one has k = 1/3 and the quantities dabc
are completely symmetric ’structure constants’ appearing in the completely
symmetric color singlet constructed from three color octets. This implies
that color algebra can be extended to super algebra {T a, F a}:
Comm(T a, T b) ≡ T aT b − T bT a = fabcT c
Comm(T a, F b) = fabcF
c
Anti(F a, F b) ≡ F aF b + F bF a = kδ(a, b)I + dabcT c (17)
Super Jacobi identities
Comm(Anti(F a, F b), T c)− Comm(Comm(F b, T c), F a) + Anti(Comm(T c, F a), F b) = 0
(18)
boil down to the identities
dabdfdce − fbcdddae + fcadddbe = 0 (19)
These identities follow from the condition
Comm(T d, dabcT
aT bT c) = 0 (20)
The simplest representations of super color algebra are representations for
which the condition
T a = F a (21)
holds true. The unique feature of these representations is the absence of
additional degrees of freedom characteristic to the ordinary super algebras.
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It is just this property, which suggests that the central term of color Super
Kac Moody should be modified to include the dabc term.
e) The next step is to construct Color Super Kac Moody algebra {T an , F an}.
The definition of this algebra is quite uniquely fixed by dimensional require-
ments. The definining equations are the following ones:
Comm(T an , T
b
n) = fabcT
c
m+n + kB(n−m)δ(a, b)δ(m+ n)I
Comm(T an , F
b
n) = fabcF
c
m+n
Anti(F an , F
b
n) = (kδ(a, b) + dabcT
c)δ(m+ n)
(22)
For fermionic generators n is either integer (Ramond representation) or half
integer (N-S representation). The condition
F a0 = T
a (23)
implies that the physically interesting Ramond representations does not have
the usual d = 8 spinor degeneracy. The value of the fermionic central charge
is fixed by vacuum representation. For quark triplet one has k = 1/3.
f) Concerning the construction of Super Virasoro representation there are
two clues. The first and probably wrong clue (as it turned out) is provided
by the observation that coset construction based on groups su(3), u(2) with
central charge kB = 1/2 gives c = 0 representation of Virasoro algebra as
is clear from the general formula for c in coset construction [Goddard et al ,
Itzykson et al ] given by
c = c(su(3))− c(su(2))− c(u(1))
c(g) =
2kdimg
2k + cg
cg =
fabcfabc
dimg
(24)
One has cg = 3, 2 and 0 for g = su(3), su(2) and u(1) respectively so that
c indeed vanishes for k = 1/2. The representation in question has h = 0 as
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one finds easily. I have not however been able to find the extension of this
representation to Super Virasoro representation. The nonvanishing value of
Kac Moody central charge k as well as symmetry breaking to u(2) (Virasoro
commutes with u(2) Kac Moody) suggests that this representation is not
physically interesting: color group should act as unbroken local gauge group.
g) The second clue comes from the observation that ordinary color Super
Kac Moody allows purely ’fermionic’ representation [Goddard et al , Itzykson et al ]
with bosonic generators defined in terms of the fermionic generators as
T an = K : fabc
∑
m6=0,m6=n
F bn−mF
c
m : (25)
Note the exclusion of zero modes in present case. The value of the constant
K is K = 1/2 for the ordinary Kac Moody algebra. The value of the bosonic
central charge is kB = cg/2 = 3/2 6= 1/2 so that this representation cannot be
used in the previous coset construction although the specific form of the gen-
erators suggests the possibility to define super Virasoro generators G as linear
combinations of generators of form Gg ∝ ∑a∈g TaF a, g = su(3), su(2), u(1).
A suitable modification of this representation might make sense also in
the present case since the general structure of the commutation relations is
correct.
i) The value of constant K can be fixed by studying the contribution of
F a0 = T
a to the c-number part of T a0 and by requiring that this reduces to the
ordinary Lie-algebra generator T a: this condition reads as T a = KfabcTbTc
and gives
K =
2
3
(26)
ii) The commutator Comm(T an , T
b
m) involves besides the ordinary term given
by 16
9
fabcT
c
n+m terms proportional to dabc and involving T
c besides the two
fermionic generators. Tc can be eliminated using the commutation relations
of the bosonic generators. Due to the identity
dabc(fACcfbBdfdDa + fADcfbCdfdBa) =
5
24
fABefeCD (27)
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relating the structure constants f and d this contribution is just the needed
compensating term −7
9
fabcT
c. The identity follows by considering the com-
mutator Comm(T a, T b) for super color algebra in cm degrees of freedom,
using the representation T a = 2
3
fabcF
bF c and expressing the commutator in
terms of anticommutors only.
iii) For the ordinary representation the value of the Kac Moody central charge
would be equal to kB = 3/2 but in present case also the dabc terms give con-
tribution to the central charge term and for k = 1/3 representation the terms
cancel each other! This can be understood by noticing that central charge
term comes from two anticommutators of the ’fermionic’ generators in the
commutator. For the ordinary representation the term is proportional to
Cad = f
abcfdbc =
3
2
δ(a, d). In present case one has more general formula
Cad = f
abcDbeDcff
def
Dab = kδab+ dabcT
c
0 (28)
The terms proportional to T c must vanish by the su(3) invariance of the
central term. The terms quadratic in dabc give a contribution, which must be
proportional to unit matrix and a straightforward calculation for a = d = Y
shows that the two contributions cancel each other exactly. The vanishing
of kB implies that if Super Virasoro for the representation in question exists
it has c = 0.
h) The simplest guess is that Virasoro generators Ln are given by the
standard Sugawara construction
Ln =
1
β
:
∑
m
T an−mT
a
m :
β = 2kB + cg = 3 for g = su(3) (29)
Since kB = 0 the normal ordering is not in fact necessary. The general form
of the super generator Gn should be TaFa: this is achieved takin Gn to be of
the following general form
Gn = gfabc
∑
k,lm6=0
F akF
b
l F
c
mδ(n− k − l −m) (30)
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Again the normal ordering is unnecessary. The terms proportional to dabc in
the anticommutator
Ln+m =
1
2
Anti(Gn, Gm) (31)
vanish by Super Jacobi identities and one gets the standard Sugawara form
by choosing the constant g to have the value given by the condition
9g2 =
1
β
K2 =
4
27
(32)
giving g = 2
9
√
3
. The commutators Comm(Ln, Lm) are certainly of correct
form and since they are expressible using the commutators between Virasoro
generators and super generators, it is very plausible that also the commutors
Comm(Ln, Gm) have correct form.
To sum up, the unique property of su(3) Lie-algebra allowing anticom-
mutator structure allows to construct Super Virasoro algebra associated with
color group with physically acceptable properties in Ramond sector. This is
an additional item in the long list of very special properties of CP2 geometry
making the choice H = M4+ × CP2 as imbedding space unique.
3.5 How to achieve Super Virasoro invariance in lep-
tonic case?
In leptonic case generalized spinor is tensor product of Ramond type repre-
sentations with N-S type representation in color degrees of freedom. This
leads to problems with Super Virasoro invariance. One should somehow
be able to transform the half odd integer Super Virasoro generators as-
sociated with su(3) degrees of freedom to generators labeled by integer.
It can be assumed that the super Virasoro generators Gn, n = 0, 1, 2, ..
associated with so.. × u(1) degrees of freedom commute with the genera-
tors Gk(su(3)), k = ±1/2, ... associated with color degrees of freedom. It
can be assumed that the super Virasoro generators Gn, n = 0, 1, 2, .. as-
sociated with so.. × u(1) degrees of freedom commute with the generators
Gk(su(3)), k = ±1/2, ... associated with color degrees of freedom.
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A possible resolution of the problem is based on the following observa-
tions:
a) There must be operator B1/2 of conformal weight ∆ = 1/2 acting on u(1)
degrees of freedom since Ka¨hler charge contributes to the vacuum weight
by ∆h = 1/2. Assume therefore the existence of operators B1/2 and B−1/2,
which are hermitian conjugates and anticommute to unit matrix whereas
their commutator vanishes:
Anti(B1/2, B−1/2) = 1
Comm(B1/2, B−1/2) = 0 (33)
The conditions imply B1/2B−1/2 = 1/2. Any diagonal matrix, whose diag-
onal elements are of form exp(iφ)/
√
2 gives a realization of these relations
so that there are good hopes of finding solution to the conditions. These
operators anticommute with Ramond type super generators and commute
with all color Super Virasoro generators.
b) The commutation relations between Virasoro generators and Super gener-
ators do not produce troubles if one multiplies color Super generators Gn+1/2
, n > 0 with B−1/2 and Gn−1/2, n < 0 with B1/2 to obtain color contribution
to new Ramond type generator Gˆn,n 6= 0. For n = 0 special care is needed
since both B−1/2G1/2 and G1/2G−1/2 contribute to Gˆ0. A linear combination
of these terms is obviously needed so that one has:
Gˆn = Gn(so..× u(1) +B1/2Gn−1/2(su(3), n > 0
Gˆn = Gn(so..× u(1) +B−1/2Gn+1/2(su(3), n < 0
Gˆ0 = G0(so..× u(1)) + k(B−1/2G1/2(su(3)) +B1/2G−1/2(su(3)))
(34)
where k must be chosen so that G0G0 = L0 condition holds true.
c) The only problems are related to the central term in the anticommutator
Anti(Gˆm, Gˆn) = 2Lm+n +
c
3
(n2 − 1
4
)δ(m,n) (35)
since color contribution to the anticommutator is of form (n + 1/2)2 − 1/4
rather than n2 − 1/4. No troubles are however encountered if color algebra
has vanishing central charge as it indeed does!
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4 Identification of elementary particles as rep-
resentations of p-adic Super Virasoro
The concept of generalized H-spinor implies unique identification of elemen-
tary particles as ground states of Super Virasoro representations.
a) Massless elementary particles are identified as generalized H-spinors having
(c, h) = (0, 0). Only (J = 1/2, I = 1/2) fermions are obtained and sfermions
typical for super symmetric theories are absent. Bosons have (J = 1/0, I =
1/0) and again exotics are absent. Absent is also Higgs doublet.
b) All elementary particles correspond to Super Virasoro representation of
U(1) group with (c, h) = (3/2, Q2K/2). For fermions the reprensentation is of
Ramond type and for bosons of type N-S.
c) With respect to color group leptons and bosons are N-S representations
and quarks correspond to Ramond representations.
Physical states are either annihilated by Super Virasoro generators Ln, n 6=
0 and Gn, n 6= 0, 1/2 or these operators create zero norm states. Same ap-
plies to the generators Tn of the vectorial su(2) subgroups associated with
so(3, 1) and so(4): otherwise one would get enormous mass degeneracy since
SO(4) Super Virasoro commutes with vectorial su(2) Kac Moody generators.
The assumption is in accordance with conserved vector current hypothesis.
Color Kac Moody acts as an ordinary local gauge group and one must require
that same conditions apply to the generators of color Kac Moody. A repre-
sentation of local Lorentz group can be constructed in terms of ’fermionic’
generators of M4 Virasoro. Since conformal anomaly vanishes in M4 sector
this Kac Moody algebra has vanishing central charge and one can say that
both local so(4) local SO(3, 1) acts as a local gauge group and physical states
satisfy appropriate conditions. Symmetry breaking implies that these groups
reduces to local su(2)V .
In TGD quarks and leptons correspond to spinors of opposite H-chirality
defined as product of M4 and CP2 chiralities and B and L are exactly con-
served quantum numbers. One can associate definite baryon and lepton
numbers both to bosons and fermions also in present approach [Pitka¨nena].
Super Virasoro generators with half odd integer conformal weight act as op-
erators transforming quarks into leptons and vice versa. Leptoquarks, that is
bosons with lepton and baryon number, if they exist, turn out to have Planck
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mass. Exact conservation of B and L implies that only ∆ ∈ Z excitations
are allowed and thermal mixing of different G-parities is not possible.
Thermal mixing between different G-parities, if possible, would imply
breaking of H-chirality analogous to the ordinary breaking of Minkowski
space chirality associated with massivation and provides an obvious explana-
tion for matter antimatter asymmetry: symmetry breaking effects would be
certainly small, of order O(p2) at the level of matrix elements: naive order
of magnitude estimate for lifetime of proton as Mp/p
2 for p = M107 gives
lifetime of order 1048 years. In TGD there is however a mechanism for gener-
ation of matter antimatter asymmetry based on different rates for topological
evaporation of fermions and antifermions in (necessary) presence of vacuum
Ka¨hler electric fields.
A more stringent requirement is suggested by string models: allow only
excitations with G-parity equal to +1 or −1. This condition eliminates lep-
toquarks from spectrum and the excitations of leptons to quarks with wrong
color triality t = 0 instead of t = 1. In TGD the absence of actual tachyons
in TGD forces G-parity rule.
The main differences between p-adic TGD and more standard theories
are following:
a) Higgs doublet is absent in TGD.
b) Leptoquarks are absent.
c) Superpartners of ordinary elementary particles are absent.
d) Graviton is not obtained in the simplest scenario as a massless elementary
particle. States with quantum numbers of graviton are obtained as tensor
products of basic representations but these correspond to ordinary hadrons
rather than actual graviton. The result is in accordance with the basic as-
sumption of p-adic approach: p-adic super conformal invariance makes sense
only in the approximation that space time is flat [Pitka¨nenb]. There is anal-
ogy with string model: in string model graviton corresponds to closed string,
which corresponds to closed 3-surface without boundary. In p-adic approach
[Pitka¨nenb] one however considers only surfaces, which are essentially pieces
of Minkowski space and have outer boundary. Perhaps the absorption of
graviton corresponds to topological sum of absorbing particle and closed
3-surface describing graviton. One can consider the possibility that gravi-
tons correspond to two-sheeted surfaces obtained by gluing to essentially flat
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pieces ofM4 together along their boundaries: this would imply a formal gen-
eralization of string model and graviton would be obtained. This amounts
to forming a tensor product of two Kac Moody spinors but it is not evident
whether thermal massivation allows any spin 2 massless states.
c) Color excitations of leptons obtained using the generators of N-S type color
algebra with triality t = 1 are possible. It turns out that massless excitations
exist for leptons as well as quarks. Color bound states of colored excitations
are therefore possible and a conformation for the prediction of new branch of
physics is obtained [Pitka¨nen and Ma¨honen, Pitka¨nen1]. This prediction is
in accordance with the TGD inspired explanation [Pitka¨nen and Ma¨honen,
Pitka¨nen1] of anomalous e
+e− events observed in heavy ion collisions in terms
of leptopions, bound states of color excited leptons. In the fourth paper of
the series the rather deep consequences of colored excited leptons and quarks
are discussed.
4.1 Definition of fermionic Dirac operator and the prob-
lem of tachyonic ground states
One should generalize Dirac equation in such a manner that mass shell con-
dition results as a consequence of this equation. The generalization should
apply in both fermionic and bosonic case and in bosonic case it should give
the usual orthogonality condition for polarization vector and four momentum
vector. Both bosons and fermions correspond to Kac Moody counterparts of
H-spinors and the only difference between bosons and fermions is that they
correspond to different representations of Super Virasoro.
In order to construct Dirac operator one needs gamma matrices. For
fermions one can define Minkowski space gamma matrices in terms of super
generators F a,Ki , i = 1, 2. One has K = 0 in fermionic case and K = 1/2 in
bosonic case.
γ0 = iF 1,K1 γ
1 = F 2,K1
γ2 = F 1,K2 γ
3 = F 2,K2 (36)
Here the representation associated with so(3, 1) is regarded as so(4)/su(2)
coset representation and this explains the imaginary unit. For bosonic gamma
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matrices one can define conjugate matrices in terms of F i,−Kk . It is also possi-
ble to define CP2 type gamma matrices applying previous formulas in so(4)
degrees of freedom and dropping the imaginary unit. Generalized Sigma
matrices can be constructed in standard manner as commutators of gamma
matrices.
There are infinitely many gauge equivalent ways to define gamma matri-
ces by performing su(2) rotations in both so(4) factors of the tensor product
defining the representation. These rotations are pure gauge rotations and
cannot affect physics. In particular, the additional degeneracy of states re-
sulting from the gauge invariance has no physical consequences and intro-
duces just an integer factor in partition function.
4.2 Fermionic Dirac equation
Ground state should have such mass that for both for neutrinos, D type
quarks and bosons L0 = 5/2 states are massless whereas for charged leptons
and U type quarks L0 = 3/2 states are massless. This requirement can
be contrasted with the anticommutation relations for Ramond type Super
Virasoro generators. To begin with, the representation of G0(tot) given by
G0(tot) =
√
2
k(F )
pkγk +G
0 (37)
where k(F ) scale factor, whose value turns out to be k(F ) = 3/2 for purely
physical reasons. Anticommutations for super generators read as
Anti(Gm, G−n) = − 1
k(F )
p2δ(m,n) + Lm−n − c
3
(m2 − 1
4
)δ(m,n)
(38)
G0G0 = 0, which can be regarded as a generalization for the square of mass-
less Dirac equation gives mass formula
p2 = k(F )(L0 − c
24
) (39)
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The should be ground state with L0 = 5/2 is massive and possesses Planck
mass so that something goes wrong with the generalization of the massless
Dirac equation. For ground state (L0 = 0 ) one has m2 = −3/32 for c = 3/2.
One might regard this state as tachyon but in p-adic case the square root
of −3/32 exists as real p-adic number under rather general conditions: for
instance for Mersenne primes different from M2.
One can modify the generalized massless Dirac equation for fermions by
introducing fermion mass so that correct massless states are obtained. Sym-
metry breaking actually requires that M4 chiralities get mixed so that mass-
less Dirac equation is not realistic and mass term is needed. The problem is
that the addition of scalar mass term breaks chirality invariance by mixing
different H-chiralities. The properties of induced spinors suggest a resolution
of the problem. The CP2 part for the trace of second fundamental for for
a submanifold appears as mass term in Dirac equation for induced spinors.
Originally the trace of of the second fundamental form was identified as Higgs
field. This term mixes M4 chiralities but respects H-chirality conservation.
In present case the mass operator must be linear combination of gamma ma-
trices in so(4) degrees of freedom and must anticommute with the operator
G0. This is achieved if Higgs term is linear combination of gamma matrices
belowing to su(2)V since fermionic Super Virasoro generators in coset repre-
sentation indeed anticommute with corresponding operators for factor group.
Only γ matrices γ0 and γ3 commuting with the sigma-matrix Σ12 appearing
in electromagnetic charge matrix are allowed. Since the values of M2 are
different for different charge states of fermions the mass operator must be
decomposed into a sum of parts operating in different charged states only.
Mop = (aγ0 + bγ3)P+ + (cγ0 + dγ3)P−
P± =
1± 2I3
2
(40)
The gamma matrices correspond to CP2 tangent space gamma matrices iden-
tified previously as so(4) super generators.
The generalization of Dirac equation reads as
(
√
2
k(F )
(pkγk +Mop) + G
0)|PHY S〉 = 0 (41)
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The solution to this equation is obtained in standard manner
|PHY S〉 = (
√
2
k(F )
(pkγk −Mop) +G0)|phys〉 (42)
where |phys〉 satisfies Super Virasoro gauge conditions and leads to the mass
shell condition
p2 = k(F )(L0 − 1
16
) +M2op
M2op = (a
2 + b2)P+ + (c
2 + d2)P− (43)
The requirement that L0 = 2 (L0 = 1) state is massless for neutrinos and
D type quarks (charged leptons and U type quarks) gives constraints on the
eigenvalues of the mass squared operator
a2 + b2 = −k(F )(2− 1
16
) ≡ A+ = − 3
32
· 31
c2 + d2 = −k(F )(1− 1
16
) ≡ A− = − 3
32
· 15
k(F ) =
3
2
(44)
From these equations one can solve a, b, c and d.
The solution ansatz relies on the existence/nonexistence of square roots
for A+, A−.
√
A− does not exist as p-adically real number (
√
p is regarded
real in this context) for Mersenne primes except M31. For Mn 6= M2 = 3
the existence of square root reduces to the existence of
√
31 in case of A+.
The existence or nonexistence of square root is verified easily by applying
repeatedly resiprocity lemma stating that for two primes p mod 4 = 3 and
q mod 4 = 3 one has p = x2 mod q iff q 6= x2 mod p. Otherwise one has
p = x2 mod q iff q = x2 mod p. A useful auxiliary result is the existence of√−3 as p-adically real number for all Mersenne primes except M2 = 3 since
neither −1 nor 3 allows p-adically real square root for Mersenne primes. This
means that although the arguments of square roots are negative as rational
numbers their square roots can exist p-adically and negative mass squared
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ground states are not actually tachyons.
√
5 and
√
2 exist for all Mersenne
primes except M2 = 3 (2 = x
2 mod p for all p mod 8 = ±1). The following
table summarizes the situation for different physically interesting Mersenne
primes.
n 127 107 89 61 31 19 17 13 7 3 2
A+ Y Y Y N N Y Y N Y N N
A− N N N N N N N N N Y N
Table. The existence of square root ofA+ and ofA− for different Mersenne
primes Mn (Y=yes,N=no).
For I3 = −1/2 states the vector (c, d) cannot allow real unit vector except
for M2 = 3 . Perhaps the simplest solution to the condition c
2 + d2 = A− is
c =
√
3A−
d =
√
−2A− (45)
and makes sense for Mn, n 6= 2 (M2 = 3). Both square roots exists since 3
and −1 and A− do not allow real square root whereas 2 allows square root
for Mn, n > 2. For n = 2 the ansatz
(c, d) =
√
A−(n1, n2)
nkn
k = 1 (46)
works. The simplest rational solution is (n1, n2) = (1, 0) or (0, 1).
For I3 = 1/2 states similar ansatz works for (a, b) in (N,N) case. For
(Y,N) case the vector (a, b) allows unit vector and is of the form
(a, b) =
√
A+(n1, n2)
nkn
k = 1
Any Pythagorean triangle with sides smaller than p defines rational unit
vector. For n = 2, 3 the only rational solution is n1 = 1 or n2 = 1.
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4.3 Bosonic Dirac equation
Also for bosons vacuum weight is h = −5/2 and massless states correspond
to L0 = 5/2. This necessitates the introduction of mass parameter to bosonic
Dirac equation. In bosonic case the candidate for massless Dirac equation is
G1/2(tot)|PHY S〉 = 0
G1/2(tot) =
√
2
k(B)
pkγ
k
1/2 +G
1/2 (47)
where k(B) is some parameter measuring the ratio of fermionic and bosonic
string tensions. The equation leads to mass shell condition mass shell con-
dition p2 = k(B)L0, which fails to give massless states for L0 = 5/2. In
analogy with fermionic case ’Higgs’ term to define mass operator
G1/2(tot) =
√
2
k(B)
pkγ
k
1/2 +G
1/2 +Mop
Mop = aγ
1/2
0 + bγ31/2 (48)
The mass operator Mop must be chosen so that L
0 = 5/2 states are massless.
The square of Dirac equation corresponds to G−1/2G1/2 and gives mass shell
condition
p2 = k(B)L0 +M2op (49)
The construction also leads to a unique value of k(B) = 3/2. In this case
Mop is determined from the condition
M2op = a
2 + b2 = −3
4
· 5 ≡ A (50)
√
5 and
√−3 exist for allMn except M2 = 3. Thus the square root of the left
hand side exists for all n and (a, b) possessing unit vector defines acceptable
mass operator.
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The study of the bosonic sector shows that the standard solution ansatz
for Dirac equation is not useful in bosonic case but that Dirac equatiom
must be regarded as one gauge condition allowing many other solutions be-
sides Dirac ansatz. Bosonic Dirac equation gives rise to mass shell condition
plus conditions stating that bosonic polarization and momentum vectors are
orthogonal. This follows from the fact that spin 1 bosonic state is propor-
tional to the operator
ǫkγ
k
1/2 (51)
and multiplication with pkγ
k
−1/2 gives p
kǫk = 0. Highest possible bosonic
spin and isospin is J = 1, I = 1 as is clear from the fact that the operators
F
1/2a
i , i = 1, 2 or i = 3, 4 anticommute so that only J = 0, 1 and I = 0, 1
states result from the tensor product. The fact that graviton is absent is
in accordance with the assumption about the approximate flatness of p-adic
spacetime surface, which is basic assumption of p-adic conformal field theory
limit.
To sum up, the construction of fermionic and bosonic Dirac equation
has provided two rather miraculous results: purely p-adic mechanism for
the transformation of ground state tachyons to Planck mass particles and
a mild suggestion that Mn with n = 89, 61, 17 are the only only possible
condensation level for gauge bosons among Mersenne primes.
5 Description of Higgs mechanism as a break-
ing of super conformal symmetry
In the following the phenomelogical description of Higgs mechanism as break-
ing of Super conformal symmetry is considered quantitatively. General mass
formulas are derived and the question what happens for mass in conden-
sation is considered. The considerations are somewhat out of date in the
sense that it is assumed that second order contribution to mass square cor-
respond to small quantum number limit in the sense that second order term
is of form kp2/64 (Ramond) or kp2/16 (N-S), where k is small integer. The
thermodynamical calculation of masses has shown that this is however not
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the case unless one performs suitable approximation or unless the secondary
condensation changes the situation.
5.1 General mass formulas
Mass squared for the discrete series Super Virasoro representations is sum of
u(1) and so(4) contributions:
M2 = M2(U(1)) +M2(so(4))
(52)
so(4) contribution is given by the following general expression as vacuum
weight h for general discrete series Super Virasoro representation:
M2(so(4)) = h =
((m+ 2)P −mQ)2 − 4
8m(m+ 2)
+
ǫ
16
m = kR + 2
ǫ = 1(0) for Ramond(N − S)
(53)
Here one has p = 1, .., m − 1 and q = 1, .., m + 1. p − q is odd for Ramond
representation and even for N-S representation. There are three represen-
tations with vanishing mass squared M2 = h = 0. They have m = 2 and
therefore vanishing central charge kR = 0 for the second su(2) factor of
SO(4). In Ramond sector one I = 1/2 representation with (p, q) = (1, 2)
(leptons and quarks). In Neveu-Schwartz sector there are I = 0 representa-
tion with (p, q) = (1, 1) (photon and gluons) and I = 1 representation with
(p, q) = (1, 3) (intermediate gauge bosonsW and Z). Higgs mechanism corre-
sponds to breaking of super conformal symmetry, when Kac Moody algebra
su(2)R and as a consequence also super super conformal algebra develops
central charge (kR 6= 0). I = 1/2 and I = 1 states (quarks, leptons, interme-
diate gauge bosons) become massive in the breaking of conformal symmetry
I = 0 states (photon, gluons) remain massless in the breaking of conformal
symmetry.
u(1) contribution is present for fermions only and for QK = 1 states
(leptons) it is given by the following expression
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M2(U(1))
m20
=
Q2K
m
− 1
2
(54)
Exact conservation of electromagnetic charge Qem = QK/2 + I3 correlates
QK with Q.
P,Q, and m deviate in order O(p) from their values for massless repre-
sentations. One can expand the expressions for P,Q and m and h in power
series with respect to p and O(p3) = 0 approximation is extremely accurate:
m = 2 +m1p+m2p
2 + ..
P = p0 + p1p+ p2p
2 + ...
Q = q0 + q1p+ q2p
2 + ...
QK = q
K
0 + q
K
1 p+ q
K
2 p
2 + ...
(55)
Expanding M2(so(4)) and M2(u(1)) in power series one obtains the general
mass formula
M2 ≃ M21 +M22
(56)
For Ramond representation the formula gives
M21 = (3t+ q
1
K)p
M22 =
X
64
p2
X = (8(2p21 + q
2
1 − 2p1q1) + 32(qK1 )2 − 13m2) mod 64
m1 = 64t (57)
The requirement that lowest order contribution is not of order Planck mass
gives the condition m1 = 64t. It should be noticed that second order contri-
bution to mass depends only weakly on the values of the integers appearing
in it.
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N-S representations can be assumed to have vanishing Ka¨hler charge at
elementary particle level. For N-S representations with I3 = 0 one obtains
M22 =
X
16
p2
X = (q21 − 12km1 + 2(2p2 − q2)) mod 16
2p1 − q1 = 8k (58)
The condition 2p1 − q1 = 8k follows from the requirement that lowest order
contribution is small in Planck mass scale.
For I3 = 1 N-S representation the mass formula gives
M21 = kp
M22 =
X
16
p2
X = (q21 − 12km1 + 2(m2 − 2p2 + q2)) mod 16
2p1 − q1 −m1 = 8k (59)
Again the smallness of lowest order contribution gives constraint on symme-
try breaking parameters.
Since Ka¨hler charge is Q0K = 1/3 for quarks the U(1) contribution to
mass squared is of order Planck mass
M2(u(1)) =
Q2K
m
= M20 +M
2
1 +M
2
2
M20 =
1
18
M21 =
qK1
3
p
M22 = (
q21
6
− m2
36
)p2
(60)
unless vacuum weight for quark representations contains a compensating con-
tribution making massless states possible: this turns out to be the case. This
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is physically as the only possibility since partons are known to be essentially
massless. In thermal approach massless quarks are predicted to spend frac-
tion 1
p
≃ 2−107 of time in Planck mass state.
The relationship between ∆QK and ∆Q is fixed from the renormalization
invariance of Qem:
q1 = ǫ(L)q
K
1
ǫ(L) = 2I3 = ±1 (61)
where the sign factor depends on the isospin of the lepton. Electroweak sym-
metry breaking results. The actual breaking involves however also different
critical condensation level for lepton and its neutrino so that one cannot de-
duce the ratio of electron and neutrino masses from the formula. It will be
found that the sign of qK1 is same for, say, proton and neutron.
For certain primes the real counter part of the so(4) contribution (and
also of u(1) contribution given by the canonical correspondence between p-
adic and real numbers is minimized. If p satisfies the condition p mod 64 = 63
so that p can be written in the form
p = 2n − 64k − 1 (62)
the inverse of 64 in the finite field G(p) formed by p-adic numbers mod p is
given by
1
64
mod p = 2n−6 + small terms (63)
Otherwise the inverse is
1
64
= 2n−1 + small terms (64)
Mersenne primes provide an example of the primes satisfying the condition.
In [Pitka¨nenb] it was erroneously argued that p mod 4 = 3 guarantees that
inverse satisfies the equation above.
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With above constraint on the allowed values of p the contributions to
mass are
M21 =
(3k + q1K)
p
M22 =
X
64p
X = (8(2p21 + q
2
1 − 2p1q1) + 32q21 − 13m2) mod 64)
m1 = 64k (65)
for leptonic Ramond representations,
M21 =
k
p
M22 =
X
16p
X = (q21 − 12km1 + 2(2p2 − q2)) mod 16
2p1 − q1 = 8k (66)
For N-S I = 0 representation and
M21 =
k
p
M22 =
X
16p
X = (q21 − 12km1 + 2(m2 − 2p2 + q2)) mod 16
2p1 − q1 −m1 = 8k (67)
for N-S I = 1 representation.
It is relatively easy to fit masses of known elementary particle and hadrons
by choosing suitably the condensation level (presumably p is near prime
power of 2).
a) The dominant contribution to mass formula comes from M21 and the in-
teger appearing in this term is uniquely fixed by the fitted mass. For bosons
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u(1) charge gives no contribution to this terms and for lowest lying mesons
and gauge bosons this contribution turns out to be vanishing. For higher
excitations of mesons on Regge trajectories this contribution must be non-
vanishing and the integer k be expressed in terms of particle spin. In lowest
order the lowest order contribution is linear in spin and one obtains the mass
formula of the old fashioned string model and prediction for the hadronic
string tension.
b) The second order term has natural relative accuracy 1/64M2 if the inte-
gers appearing in it are small and with a proper choice of the parameters
rather accurate fit is obtained: the accuracy is the better the larger the fitted
mass is. If one poses no constraints on the values of integers one can in fact
select the parameters so that O(1/p2) accuracy is achieved! The point is that
p-adic numbers modulo p form a finite field and one can always choose the
integers appearing in the mass formula so that the number K inM22 = Kp
2 is
any p-adic integer in the range 1, p−1: this meas that second order can have
any value in the range (0, 1/p) with accuracy O(1/p2). This result implies
that the concept of simplicity is doomed to be somewhat subjective.
5.2 Are the real counterparts of P,Q,m invariant in
secondary condensation?
The mass formulas provide a test for the hypothesis that the real counterparts
of P,Q,m remain invariant in topological condensation and condensation
occurs only provided the mass decreases in condensation. The lowest order
contribution to mass squared is linear in the quantum numbers p1, q1, m1 and
does not change but already the second order contribution changes since the
algebra of p-adic numbers is not isomorphic with the algebra of real numbers.
Consider condensation of level pa < pb on level pb. The first constraint
comes from the requirement that first order contribution to the real counter-
part of P,Q,m remains invariant in order O(1/p2). Writing the first order
contribution in the general form n/p the invariance gives
nb =
pb
pa
na +O(
1
p2
) (68)
Since n2 must satisfy a condition of form na mod k = 0, k = 8 or k = 64 in
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order to avoid Planck mass the only manner to satisfy the constraint is to
assume that the ratio pbpa is integer in accuracy of O(1/p1).
p2
p1
= r1 +O(
1
p1
) (69)
This condition together with the condition pi mod 64 = 63 restricts the set
of allowed primes considerably since condensation to wrong levels implies
Planck mass.
In second order approximation the invariance for the real counter parts
to second order terms n2 ∈ {m2, p2, q2} implies the transformation property
nb2 = r
2
1n
a
2 + r2n
a
1 +O(
1
p2b
)
r2 = int(pb(
pb
pa
− r1)) (70)
Second term corrects the error associated with lowest order term. In principle
these formulas allow to estimate the change in mass squared to order.
The contribution of O(p) terms to mass formula are linear in quantum
numbers pi, qi, mi, qK and does not change in condensation. An important
factor affecting the situation is the appearence of k ∈ {1/8, 1/64} factor,
assumed to be essentially invariant in condensation (pi mod 64 = 63). The
coefficient X of the second order contribution contains two parts. The part
X1 quadratic in quantum numbers p1, q1, m1 gets multiplied with r
2
1. The
part X2 linear in p2, q2, m2 is mixed with the first order term of similar form
and therefore transforms as X2 → r21X2 + r2s, where s is the coefficient of
the first order term. The inhomogeneous term in fact cancels the change of
first order term if the condition s mod k = 0 is preserved on condensation.
Neglecting the complication coming from the modulo conditions this gives
for the change of the mass the following formula
M21 → M21
M22 → M22 r1
r1 = int(pb/pa) (71)
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Mass increases in condensation!
The picture is however complicated by the fact that the integer valued
coefficient X is defined only modulo k equal 16, 32 or 64 for small values
of integers appearing in it. Furthermore, X contains terms, which are de-
termined only modulo 2, 4, 16, 32, k and can have either positive or negative
sign so that if r21 is multiple of 2, 4, 16, ... the corresponding terms disappear
from the mass formula and mass either increases of decreases depending on
the sign of the disappearing term. If the contribution becomes p-adically
negative it has essentially the maximal value 1/pb. This phenomenon occurs
for primes near powers of two and satisfying the condition p mod 64 = 63.
More generally, primes near powers of 2 satisfy this condition. In particular,
for primes near prime powers of two r21 is some power of 2 and the sign of
the condensation energy for to nearby prime powers of 2 is sensitive to the
values of integers p1, q1, m1 and this sensitivity.
An especially interesting situation occurs if r21 mod k = 0. In this case
the contribution of the second order term seems to disappear totally from the
mass formula! The condition is satisfied for the condensation of Mersenne
prime pa = 2
ma−1 on Mersenne prime pb = 2mb−1 since one has r1 = 2mb−ma
when the ratio of Mersenne primes is sufficiently large. The situation is es-
sentially same for all primes p mod 64 = 63 near powers of two. If the in-
terpretation is correct it would mean that second order contribution to mass
disappears in few condensations if one assumes that physically interesting
primes correspond to primes near prime powers of two and the first order
term in mass is the only stable contribution to particle mass. If first order
term to mass squared vanishes particle can lose its entire mass via condensa-
tion! Pions and intermediate gauge bosons indeed turn out to be examples
of particles for which first order contribution to mass vanishes. Perhaps the
unstability against decay makes the loss of mass via secondary condensation
in practice impossible for these particles. An interesting prediction of the
scenario is that the value of renormalized mass after several secondary con-
densations approaches always to the value obtained by dropping the second
order contribution from the mass after primary condensation. This predic-
tion is true for any model of condensation based on assumption that first
order contribution to mass squared remains invariant in condensation.
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5.3 Why primes near prime powers of two are favoured
as primary condensation levels?
The difficult questions considered already earlier are:
a) Why primes near prime powers of 2 seem to be favoured as primary con-
densation levels?
b) What determines the primary condensation level pcr.
The hypothesis about the invariance for the real counterparts of P,Q,m are
invariant in condenstaion allows to reconsider these problems on more quan-
titative level than previously.
Let us reconsider first the problem a). Assume that the primary conden-
sation level of the particle is not unique so that also some primes p < pcr are
possible as primary condensation levels. Assume however that particle mass
is more or less independent on condensation level. Given prime pcr ≃ 2k
with temperature Tpcr = 1, then for all primes p1 ≃ 2k1 , with k1 a factor of k,
the thermal masses are in good approximation same if the temperature Tp1 is
choosen to be 1/Tp1 = k/k1 ∈ Z. For p1 = 2 this requirement can be satisfied
always so that 2-adic condensation level is in some sense fundamental. For
p = 2k, k prime, only p1 = 2 satisfies the constraint so that mass depends
strongly on condensation level irrespectively how one chooses the tempera-
ture: amusingly these are just the physically interesting condensation levels!
The condition implies that for p > pcr the inverse temperature had to be
fractional number and this is not possible since fractional powers of p does
not exist p-adically. Therefore there is maximal value p = pcr of p for which
thermal description makes sense and this prime characterizes particle’s mass
scale.
At the level of moduli space the choise T = 1/k means that the allowed
points of p-adic moduli space correspond to qij = p
kij , kij mod k = 0: the
restriction is modular invariant. The assumption implies that 2-adic level
is the fundamental level and the value of the inverse temperature at 2-adic
level determines the mass of the particle. For primes near prime powers of
two the 2-adic inverse temperatures are primes:
1
T2
= prime (72)
This explanation for favoured condensate levels looks very nice mathemat-
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ically. What remains to be understood is how the prime k depends on the
quantum numbers of particle: why k = 127 electron, 107 for u and d quarks,
89 for intermediate bosons,... ?
It is useful to recall the second argument related to the real counterparts
of the coupling constants defined by canonical identification as g2R = (g
2p)R.
Mersenne primes have the special property that if p-adic g2 is finite superpo-
sition of negative powers of two then its real counterpart is numerically equal
to p-adic counterpart and real and p-adic theories do not differ drastically. It
remains to be seen whether there exists also other primes near prime powers
of two with the same property. For arbitrary primes g2R can differ widely
from g2 numerically if g2 is rational number, which does not depend on p. If
this is indeed the case then Mersenne primes and primes near prime powers
of two might be a result of a ’natural selection’.
Consider next a possible mechanism determining the value of pcr. The
simplest possibility one can imagine is that for pcr the secondary condensation
on nearby condensate level p not much larger than pcr is energetically more
favoured than primary condensation on level p so that particle is replaced
with new structure: particle condensed on small piece of pcr condensate
level. This leads to essentially constant mass squared ∝ 1/pcr independent
of condensate level instead of thermal mass squared proportional to 1/p.
a) Consider two primes pa < pb, which are near to each other: pb/pa < 2.
Both pa and pb can serve as primary condensate level for particle and particle
masses at these level are related by scaling m2b/m
2
a = pa/pb if the condition
p mod 64 = 63 is satisfied.
b) Particle at pa level can also suffer secondary condensation to the level pb.
In this case the changes of the integers p1, q1, .. are small. Writing the first
order term in form ap/k the condition that particle doesn’t get Planck mass
in condensation reads int((pb/pa)a mod k = 0 so that a changes by a multiple
of k.
c) This would be guaranteed if the relative size of change of p is of order
O(1/p) so that q1, p1, m1 remain invariant and onlym2, p2, q2 change, in which
case the particle mass changes, if the coefficient X2 linear in these integers
becomes proportional to k = 64, 16 or 32 appearing in the denominator of
this term so that X2 contribution from mass disappears. This is however
impossible: r2 = int(pb − pa)(pb/pa)) ∝ 64 in this case so that X2 remains
unchanged.
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d) The only only possibility is that the change of p is so large that p1 or q1 and
thereforeX1 can change. The conditions for this is are int(n(pb/pa)−n ≡ d ≥
1 for n = p1 or n = q1. The change in M
2 caused by secondary condensation
on one hand and by the change of primary condensation level on the other
hand satisfies the upper bound
|∆M22 (sec)| ≤ M22 =
X2
pcr
|∆M2(prim)| < d
n + d
M2 (73)
Therefore under the following necessary conditions
∆M22 (sec) < 0
d
n+ d
<
M22
M2
(74)
energetics can favour secondary condensation. If M22 and/or n is small it is
quite possible that secondary condensation is not possible at all and particle
remains massless (or possesses only thermal mass).
e) pcr might correspond to the smallest prime for which this kind of process
is possible and resulting particle is long lived enough. This mechanism im-
plies sensitive dependence of pcr on the integers p1, q1, .... and therefore on
particle’s quantum numbers. If mechanism is really correct it predicts that
for stable elementary particles the value of the parameter X should be as
small as possible.
This kind of mechanism could be at work in cosmological context: the
cooling of the Universe corresponds to the gradual increase of the typical
p ∝
√
1/T associated with background and massive particles would separate
from thermal equilibrium as ’hot spots’ and remain in their own internal
temperature in the proposed manner.
This mechanism implies that particles would correspond to double sheeted
structures with pa and pb near each other. The calculation of particle masses
shows that the idea about two p-adic levels very near each other seems to be
correct. For example, the condensation levels with u, d, s quarks is k = 107
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and same as for hadrons. An amusing coincidence is that Connes and Lott
[Connes and Lott] have proposed the description of Higgs mechanism based
on noncommutative geometry and one consequence of mechanism is double
sheeted structure of space time! Of course, the presence of many sheeted
structures is basic characteristic of the topological condensate.
6 p-Adic description of modular degrees of
freedom
The success of the mass calculations give convincing support for generation-
genus correspondence. The basic physical picture is following.
a) Mass squared is dominated by boundary contribution, which is sum of cm
and modular contributions: M2 = M2(cm) +M2(mod). Here ’cm’ refers to
the center of mass of the boundary component. Modular contribution can
be assumed to depend on the genus of the boundary component only.
b) Modular contribution to mass squared can be estimated apart from overall
proportionality constant. Elementary particle vacuum functionals are pro-
portional to product of all even theta functions and their conjugates the num-
ber of even theta functions and their conjugattes being 2N(g) = 2g(2g + 1).
Also the thermal partition function must also be proportional to 2N(g):th
power of some elementary partition function. This implies that thermal/
quantum expectation M2(mod) must be proportional to 2N(g). Since single
handle behaves effectively as particle the contribution must be proportional
to genus g also. The surprising success of the resulting mass formula shows
that the argument is correct.
The challenge is to construct theoretical framework reproducing the mod-
ular contribution to mass squared. There are two alternative manners to
understand modular contribution.
a) Modular contribution is regarded as quantum mechanical expectation
value of mass squared operator for elementary particle vacuum functional.
Quantum treatment would be very straightforward in principle: generalize
the concept of moduli space and theta function to p-adic context and find
an acceptable definition for mass squared operator.
b) Modular contribution is calculated using thermodynamical treatment.
Thermodynamical treatment might go along following lines.
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a) The minimal requirement is that the thermal expectation value for mass
squared for modular invariant partition function is well defined. Probably
the expectation value should be defined as logarithmic derivative with re-
spect to temperature type parameter appearing in the partition function.
b) The structure of elementary particle vacuum functionals suggest that par-
tition function must be expressible as product of 2N(g) elementary partition
functions. Since cm part contains all information about standard quantum
numbers it seems useless to assume any electroweak structure for Z(g). The
fact that theta functions are expressible in terms of exponentials suggests
that Z is more or less equal to square of the elementary particle vacuum
functional so that quantal and thermal approach seem to lead to same end
result. This ansatz guarantees automatically modular invariance provided
one can somehow modify the concept of moduli so that theta function or at
least modular invariant combinations of them become well defined concepts.
c) Modular contribution to mass squared ought to be small in Planck mass
scale and this is possible provided the concept of low temperature phase
makes sense for modular invariant partition functions. This constraint is
strong. The first alternative which comes into mind is that the concept of
low temperature phase generalizes and leads to the quantization of allowed
values of modular parameters (analogous to temperature parameters) so that
moduli space is effectively discretized. This picture seems to work and implies
also that theta function becomes a well defined concept.
The realization of either of these scenarios necessitates the generaliza-
tion of ordinary Riemannian geometry to p-adic context in some sense. This
would mean that boundary component is described as p-adic complex man-
ifold, whose coordinate space can be imbedded to 4-dimensional square root
allowing extension of p-adic numbers. The naive guess is that all formulas
of Riemann geometry generalize as such: in particular the moduli space of
p-adic Riemann surfaces is obtained simply by replacing its complex coordi-
nates with their p-adic counterparts. It will turn out that p-adic existence
requirements make the generalization far less trivial. It however seems that
the concept of low temperature phase allows modular invariant generaliza-
tion.
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6.1 p-Adic moduli space
It is not at all obvious that the concept of moduli space generalizes to p-adic
context in any sensible manner. Whatever the generalization is it should
allow the p-adic version of elementary particle vacuum functionals. A further
constraint comes from the requirement that low temperature phase is defined
in some sense, which presumably means discretization of moduli space.
6.1.1 Θ function for torus
It is instructive to first study the problem for torus first. The ordinary moduli
space of torus is parametrized by single complex number τ . The points
related by SL(2, Z) are equivalent, which means that the transformation τ →
(Aτ+B)/(Cτ+D) produces a point equivalent with τ . These transformations
are generated by the shift τ → τ + 1 and τ → −1/τ . One can choose
the fundamental domain of moduli space to be the intersection of the slice
Re(τ) ∈ [1/2,−1/2] with the exterior of unit circle |τ | = 1. The idea is to
start directly from physics and to look whether one might some define p-adic
version of elementary particle vacuum functionals in the p-adic counter part
of this set or in some modular invariant subset of this set.
Elementary particle vacuum functionals are expressible in terms of theta
functions and a good guess is that this holds true for partition function, too.
The general expression for theta function reads as
Θ[a, b](Ω) =
∑
n
exp(iπ(n + a) · τ · (n+ a) + 2iπ(n+ a) · b) (75)
a and b are half odd integers for torus. The obvious problem is that π does not
exists p-adically and one should somehow make sense of the theta function
perhaps somehow modifying the concept of modular parameter. Also the
concept of low temperature phase ought to make sense. The idea is to regard
q ≡ exp(iπτ) as a basic coordinate in the fundamental domain instead of τ
so that one gets rid of the problems related to the nonexistence of π.
Consider first the contribution of the real part of τ to exponent appearing
in q assuming that Re(τ) belongs to the fundamental domain. One can
always right Re(τ) in the form (m/n)p−k, n > 1, k ≥ 0 in the fundamental
domain and it corresponds to p-adic number with norm not smaller than one
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so that the exponent does not converge as power series and the only possible
interpretation for q is as a complex root of unity that is as a p-adic complex
number x + iy satisfying the condition x2 + y2 = 1, from which one gets
y =
√
1− x2. Series converges if the p-dic norm x is smaller than one so that
one has x mod p = 0.
An additional discrete set of phases is obtained by requiring that y and
x are also finite with respect to real topology. With this assumption phases
of form (k/l) + i(m/n) satisfying (k/l)2 + (m/n)2 = 1 are allowed for q.
The condition is equivalent with the age old problem considered already by
Babylonian mathematicians of finding solutions of k2+ l2 = n2 that is finding
integer sided rectangular triangles (Pythagorean triangles). Solutions can be
regarded as complex numbers of k + il and form monod with respect to
multiplication. The condition Re(τ) ∈ [−1/2, 1/2] for fundamental domain
of torus gives −π ≤ Φ ≤ π so that all possible triangles are allowed in
the fundamental domain. The action of the modular transformations τ →
AτD−1 +BD−1 on these phase factors is trivial for torus. For higher genera
the action is just exp(iΦ)→ exp(inΦ), which belongs to the allowed set since
the allowed phases form a monod with respect to multiplication. By a little
calculation one verifies that the explicit form for the allowed (k, l) and (l, k)
pairs is given by
k = 2rs
l = r2 − s2
n = r2 + s2 (76)
where r and s are relatively prime integers, not both odd. Note that (l, k)
is also an allowed solution. An important point to be noticed is that the p-
adic norm of exp(iΦ) is not larger than one for physically interesting primes
satisfying p mod 4 = 3 since n mod 4 = 1 holds true as a simple calculation
shows.
A possible source of problems is the appearence of terms exp(iΦ/4) in the
definition of theta function, when a is half odd integer. The phase exp(iΦ/4)
however separates into a multiplicative factor and since elementary particle
vacuum functional is proportional to the product of thetas and their con-
jugates these ill defined phases cancel each other. Note that the the phase
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factor exp(i2iπ(n+a)·b) is for even theta functions appearing in the definition
of elementary particle vacuum functional always equal to ±1 and therefore
well defined.
An additional constraint to the allowed phase factors comes from the
requirent that the integral (or rather discrete sum) of the square of elementary
particle vacuum functional over moduli space converges. The problem is that
infinite number of phases contribute to the sum and it is not clear whether
the sum converges. The problem is that the p-adic norm of phase factor
defined by Pythagorean triangle has p-adic norm equal to one.
A certainly working scenario is based on the assumption that the phase
of q is completely trivial. This means that only diagonal metrics ds2 =
dx2+Im(τ)2dy2) are allowed. The restriction to trivial phase factors respects
modular invariance.
6.1.2 Imaginary part of the period matrix
Consider next the contribution exp(−2πIm(τ) of the imaginary part of τ
to q. The only sensible manner to define this quantity is to require that
the modulus of q rather than Im(tau) is the fundamental quantity just like
the phase of q rather than Re(τ) is taken as fundamental quantity. The
constraint that Im(τ) corresponds in ordinary complex case the constraint
|q| < exp(−2π
√
(1− (m/(npk))2) for Im(τ) > 0 (standard convention) or
|q| > exp(2π
√
(1− (m/(npk))2) if one takes Im(τ) to be negative. The subset
of allowed p-adic values of q should satisfy this constraint in some sense: as
such the constraint does not make sense p-adically. The ± sign is present
since one can choose between two alternatives Im(τ) < 0 or Im(τ) > 0 in
complex case.
The requirement that low temperature phase is in question gives an ad-
ditional constraint. Temperature quantization means in ordinary thermo-
dynamic context that the exponent exp(1/T ) reduces to integer power of
p. The essential requirement is that the exponents qn are of order O(pkn),
k > 0, p-adically so that the power expansion of eta function with respect to
q converges extremely rapidly. This is achieved by requiring
Np(mod(q)) < 1 (77)
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This condition means that one can write mod(q) = pk(m/n), k > 0, where
(m/n) is p-adic rational number with unit p-adic norm. Condition is modular
invariant since all modular transformations lead outside the fundamental
domain. It turns out that a stronger condition q = pk is needed in order to
obtained well defined partition functions.
6.1.3 Discretization of moduli space
Restrictions on the values of the allowed modular parameters are probably
necessary since the integration over p-adic moduli parameters is not obviously
well defined concept.
a) Discretization of moduli of q
mod(q) = pk, k > 0 (78)
replaces integrations over mod(q) with summations and leads directly to the
thermodynamic picture with the difference that all temperatures T ∝ 1/k
are allowed.
b) The assumption q = pk so that the phase of q is completely trivial leads to
mathematically well defined expressions for partition functions and to strict
thermal interpretation of the partition function in the sense that temperature
parameters are real. If phases defined by Pythagorean triangles are allowed
the integration gives for for each power of p an infinite sum over phases,
which have p-adic norm equal to one and it is not clear how the convergence
of the sum could be achieved.
6.1.4 Higher genera
The generalization of the low temperature phase moduli space to the case of
higher genera seems rather obvious. The rule is simple: qij = exp(i2πτij)→
pkijexp(Φij), kij > 0, where either of two possible scenarios for the phases
is assumed. This definition is modular invariant if all modular transforma-
tions not leading out of this set respect this condition. The transforma-
tions permuting different nonintersecting homology cycles permute the rows
of Teichmuller matrix and are not problematic. Also the transformations
Ω → AΩD−1 leave this set invariant. The guess is that these are the only
modular transformations not leading out of the discrete moduli space.
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Since Im(Ω) and Re(Ω) transform independently in modular tranforma-
tions in question the determinant det(Im(Ω)) or equivalently the integer
valued determinant
D1 ≡ det(kij) (79)
is p-adically well defined modular invariant. This implies that one can per-
form gauge fixing in moduli space in order to avoid multiple summations
in the construction of partition function. All what is needed is to pick up
one representative (kij, exp(Φij)) from each orbit of the modular group. The
orbits are labeled by the value of determinant of D1 and all allowed values of
the phase factor exp(Φij). Later considerations show that one must assume
D1 ≥ 0 (80)
for the allowed modular parameters in order to achieve convergence of the
partition function.
6.2 Elementary particle vacuum functionals in p-adic
context
The general definition of theta function Θ[a, b](Ω) for genus g, where a and
b are vectors having g components with values in {0, 1/2} reads as
Θ[a, b](Ω) =
∑
n
exp(iπ(n + a) · Ω · (n+ a) + 2iπ(n+ a) · b) (81)
For discrete moduli space exp(iπΩij) = p
kij this quantity is indeed well de-
fined. The only source of troubles is the term exp(2iπ(n+a)·b). The quantity
exp(i2πn · b) can be defined as ±1 depending on whether the inner product
n · b is integer or half odd integer. For even theta functions appearing in
elementary particle vacuum functionals the inner product a · b is half odd
integer so that one obtains −1 from this term. This means that even theta
functions are real quantities in discrete moduli space and can be written in
the form
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Θ[a, b](Ω) =
∑
n
p(n+a)
ikij(n+a)
j
ǫ(n)
ǫ(n) = −exp(2iπn · b)(= ±1) (82)
As far as practical calculations are considered only few terms are important
due to the extremely rapid convergence for large values of p.
The modular invariant vacuum functional can be defined just as in [Pitka¨nena]
Ω(vac) =
∏
a,bΘ[a, b](Ω)Θ¯[a, b](Ω)
(
∑
Θ[a, b](Ω)ΘΘ¯[a, b](Ω))N(g)
(83)
The product in the numerator is over all even theta functions. The nice
feature of the definition is that vacuum functionals vanish for moduli pos-
sessing conformal symmetries: this is essential for the argument about 3 light
fermions generations.
6.3 Definition of mass squared expectation value
The general form of the theta function suggests a natural definition of the
mass squared expectation value. Theta function is analogous to a discrete
version of functional integral. Functional integration corresponding to sum-
mation over over multi-integers n and the counterpart of action is the quadratic
form S(a, n, kij) = (n+a)
ikij(n+a)
j so that ’free’ theory is in question. The
action of the mass squared operator on Θ[a, b] should correspond to functional
expectation value of the action 2S(a, n, kij) over n (note the appearence of
factor 2, which turns out to be necessary)
M2 ◦Θ[a, b](kij) ≡
∑
n
2S(n, a, kij)p
S(n,a,kij)ǫ(n)
S(n, a) = (n + a)ikij(n + a)
j (84)
In the expectation value of mass squared operator for vacuum functional M2
operator should and like differential operator on the vacuum functional/partition
function. This can be formally achieved by introducing formal temperature
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parameter by scaling the ’action’ S appearing in the definition of theta func-
tion by temperature and defining the action of mass square operator as a
logarithmic derivative with respect to T
Θ[a, b](kij , T ) ≡ Θ[a, b](kij
T
)
M2 ◦ F = −2 T
dT
F|T=1 (85)
This definition is in accordance with the idea that mass squared operator,
or essentially Virasoro generator L0, measures the action of an infinitesimal
scaling: now the scaling acts on modular parameters rather than complex
coordinates. Since the contribution of modular degrees of freedom changes
only the vacuum weight of Super Virasoro representation there is no necessity
to define the action of Ln, n 6= 0 on vacuum functional.
Quantum mechanical and thermal mass expectation values are identical
provided one identifies thermal partition function Z in suitable manner
〈M2〉qu =
∫
dV ΩM2 ◦ Ω∫
dV Ω2
= −2 T
dT
Z|T=1
Z(T ) ≡
∫
dV Ω2(kij , T ) (86)
Integration measure dV corresponds actually to the summation over the
nonequivalent points of the moduli space, one point for each value of det(kij).
It remains to be shown that the action of mass squared operator on theta
function is modular invariant. A straightforward calculation shows that the
lowest order contribution to mass squared expectation value is what it is
expected to be. Consider torus as an example. Even theta functions corre-
spond to characteristics [a, b] = [1/2, 0], [0, 1/2] and [0, 0] and their explicit
expressions read as
Θ[1/2, 0](pk) = pk/4
∑
n
pk(n
2+n
2
)
Θ[0, 1/2] = pk/4
∑
n
pkn
2
(−1)n
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Θ[0, 0] = pk/4
∑
n
pkn
2
(87)
Notice that one must have k > 0 for the allowed powers of p. A little
calculation shows that leading order term in vacuum functional reads as
Ωvac ≃ K(1 + 3pk)
K = 27 (88)
Clearly the pk = p of moduli space gives the dominating contribution to mass
squared expectation. In principle there is O(pk/2) term present but the con-
tributions coming from numerator and denominator cancel. The coefficient
K doesn’t affect the expectation value and lowest order contribution to mass
squared can be read directly from the coefficient of O(p) term and one has
M2 = 6 = 2N(g)g. Factor 2 comes from the definition of M2 operator.
Mass expectation is of order O(p) for T = 1 unless the point of moduli
space giving dominating contribution happens to be point with conformal
symmetry: in this case the contribution to mass squared operator becomes
O(1) since the integral in denominator is of order O(p) in this case. There
is extremely rapid converge with respect to powers of p and the calculation
of thermal average is a simple task. One can even define what T = 1/n
expectation value means by restricting the points of discrete moduli space so
that kij is multiple of n.
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